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SECTION I 
CAPILLARY STUDIES IN THE NEWBORN 
INTRODUCTION 
Much valuable information has been accumu- 
lating during the 45 years since Hecht (1907) 
described his method of measuring capillary 
strength. Attention was drawn to the altered 
capillary function in scurvy by Hess and Fish 
(1914) and since that time the capillary resist- 
ance in many other diseases has been studied. 
Gothlin (1933), for example, found the resistance 
to be low in patients with albuminuria, but nor- 
mal in cases of gastric ulcer and afebrile 
tuberculosis. Elliot (1938) discussed the 
changes in capillary resistance in cases of idio- 
pathic thrombocytopenic purpura and reported the 
effect of splenectomy on the resistance. 
Griffith (1944) reported capillary tests in cases 
of hypertension, as did Shanno (1946) who also 
included examples of haemorrhage and drug re- 
:action. Brown (1947) listed 20 conditions in 
which the capillary strength was reported to be 
low and presented his findings on examination of 
60 cases. Munro, Lazarus and Bell (1947) review- 
ed the subject in relation to Vitamin C and 
2. 
Vitamin P deficiency in man and gave a summary of 
capillary function relative to age, menstruation 
and seasonal variation. More recently Scar- 
borough and Bacharach (1949) discussed in detail 
the relationship of Vitamin P and Vitamin C to 
scurvy, particular attention being paid to the 
capillary resistance; and Robson and Duthie (1950) 
described the effects of adrenocorticotrophic 
hormone (A.C.T.H.) on capillary resistance. 
Paediatric interest in this subject has 
largely been related to the haemorrhagic lesions 
found in the newborn period, particularly those 
responsib.e for stillbirth and neonatal death. 
Though much experimental work was done on adults 
before 1920 it was only about this time that 
Ylppó did his original work with infants. In- 
:terest was rather lost in capillary resistance 
when Dam about 1935, after several years' work, 
established the existence of an anti -haemorrhagic 
vitamin and thus stimulated research into the 
treatment of hypoprothrombinaemic haemorrhage 
with Vitamin K. :Vhen it became obvious, however, 
that a certain number of cases of haemorrhagic 
disease of the newborn, hitherto regarded as 
hypoprothrombinaemic, did not respond to 
Vitamin K, workers began to search elsewhere for 
an explanation. 
3. 
Bayer (1930), Lindquist (1937), Maloney 
(1943), Kerpel- Fronius et al (1948), and Minkow- 
:ski and Venes (1948) have done further work on 
capillary function in the search for the answer 
and have continued largely along the lines sur-g- 
:ested by Ylppö (1924). With the high in- 
cidence of haemorrhagic disease of the newborn 
in mind, and with the suggestion that this might 
be related to capillary resistance (Krepel- Fronius 
et al, 1948) further study of this subject seemed 
to be indicated. 
REVIEW OF METHODS AND SOURCES OF ERROR 
Negative and positive pressure tests: Munro 
et al (1947) reviewed the various methods by which 
the strength of capillaries have been estimated 
since Hecht's (1907) original work. The methods 
are divided into negative and positive pressure 
tests and it is well recognised that the results 
of these two methods on the one individual and in 
the same area of the body differ (Dieckmann et al, 
1949). Although the positive pressure methods, 
such as the Hess, Rumple -Leede and Gothlin tests, 
have been more often employed than the negative 
pressure tests, an ever- increasing number of 
PLATE I. 
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workers have been using the latter since about 
1930. A comprehensive list of these authors is 
given by Robson and Duthie (1950). It was 
decided to use a modification of the Dalidorf 
(1933) negative pressure test as described below, 
because it presented the least difficulty in 
standardisation, particularly when working with 
infants, and thereby allowed of a greater accur- 
:acy in the results. The apparatus employed was 
a slight modification of that used by Scarborough 
(1941). Plate I shows a hand -suction pump (A) 
which is used to evacuate a vacuum reservoir (B). 
(C) is a fine adjustment valve by which the mer- 
cury can be sucked into the manometer (D) from 
the mercury reservoir (E). The mercury can be 
drawn up to any given level and steadily maintain - 
:ed to an accuracy of plus or minus 10 mms. by 
means of the valve. Distal to the valve there is 
a side arm to which the motion cups (F) are 
attached. When the cup is applied to the skint 
the pressure within it is, therefore, the same 
as that indicated by the manometer. Although 
the time of exposure of the skin to the negative 
pressure is usually stated, it has not been made 
clear by some authors whether the 30 or 60 
seconds exposure includes or excludes the time 
5. 
taken for the apparatus to attain that pressure. 
Rough laboratory tests showed that the time taken 
for a water tap apparatus as used by Ylpp® (1924) 
to reach a given pressure was much longer than 
the mercury manometer method used in the present 
experiments, and this author states the necessity 
of reaching a given pressure within a definite 
time. 
Area tested: Writers are agreed that re- 
:suits can be compared only if the tests are made 
on the same area of the body. The skin reaction 
to negative pressure differs according to the site 
chosen and Wiemer (1931) gave average figures for 
various areas of the body surface. Bell et al 
(1940 and 1942) found a low correlation between 
the results on various parts of the arm. In the 
adult, some of the earlier workers used the 
"outer aspect of the arm ", but the volar aspect 
of the forearm is now usually used; in the in- 
:rant, no standard area has yet been established. 
Lindquist (1937) examined a number of infants, 
aged one to seven days, at a given pressure 
(400 mm.Hg.). He tested two areas in each case 
and found the percentage positive on the thorax 
significantly higher than on the leg. In 1935 he 
correlated the findings in various areas of the 
6. 
trunk and limbs. Bayer (1930) tested the infra - 
clavicular region first and if a negative result 
was obtained, he then tested the sub- scapular 
region on the back. Kugelmass (1940) states that 
the resistance is minimum over the head and maxi- 
mum in the extremities. Maloney (1943) used the 
Dalidorf methodvith 30 seconds exposure, but he 
cb es not mention the area tested. Ylppö (1924) 
and Minkowski and Venes (1948) used the dorsal 
region with a negative pressure method. It has 
been suggested by Gothlin (1937) and Roberts et 
al (1937) that greater accuracy could be obtained 
by testing both sides of i.he body and calculating 
an average. This is because Gedda (1931), for 
example, showed that the result on one arm differs 
on occasion from that on the other arm, and Greene 
(1934) found the left arm to show more positive 
results than the right. 
Size of suction cup: Lindquist (1937) 
quotes Weimer (1931) as stating that the size of 
the suction cup and the suction dome of skin (up 
to 9 m.m. in height) are of no importance in the 
assessment of results. He quotes Frontali (1922) 
as having proved the latter point by preventing 
"doming" with a firm wire grid over the mouth of 
the cup. The results obtained with and without the 
7. 
grid were the same. Bayer (1930) tried to limit 
the "doming" with gentle finger traction on the 
skin while suction was applied, 
Maloney (1943) commented on the discrepancy 
between his own and previous reports, but offered 
no solution. It was noted that the figures quoted 
in these reports varied considerably. Abt et al 
(1936) used a cup with an internal diameter of 
cm. Maloney (1943) and Dalldorf (1933) used 
a cup with a 1 cm. diameter, Ylppö (1924) and 
Borbely (1 930) a 2 cm. diameter, and Lindquist 
(1937) used both and found no great difference 
between them. He did find, however, that with the 
larger cup there was a tendency to get more posi- 
:tive reactions at any given pressure, Dalldorf 
(1933) quotes most early workers, e.g. da Silva - 
Mello (1929)as having used a larger (3.5 cm.) cup. 
It seemed advisable, therefore, to re- investigate 
the effect the size of the cup had on the results 
(see below). 
Skin texture: Lindquist (1937), Dalldorf 
(1933), Bell et al (19L.2) and Borbely (1930) are 
of the opinion that the skin texture and thickness 
are of importance. Differences in skin texture 
are hard to assess and classify and it was con- 
sidered unnece ssary in this investigation to 
8. 
attempt this sub -division of cases. The diffi- 
culty of the skin texture varying in different 
parts of the body was surmounted by performing 
all the tests in the same area. Desquion, how- 
:ever, did make the reading of results difficult 
on occasion and the difference between petechiae 
and the red spot produced by the removal of a 
small scale of skin had to be learned. 
Critical petechial pressure: The strength 
of a capillary is estimated by the production of 
petechiae and some workers, Brewer (1938) and 
Minkowski and Venes (1948) did not consider the 
test positive on the production of one petechia 
unless two or more were produced at a pressure 
50 mm. higher. In the adults, the "critical 
petechial pressure" is described by Robson and 
Duthie (1950) as "that negative pressure, which 
when applied for 30 seconds, produces one or two 
petechiae only in the test area ". If more than 
10 petechiae were produced the test was repeated 
at a pressure of 50 mmHg. lower. Many authors 
define their own criteria of positivity of which 
to examples are quoted. This information is 
obviously of importance if the results (in terms 
of numbers of cases positive) of two different 
series are to be compared. It can readily be 
appreciated that confusion may have arisen in the 
past if two series of tests, with different 
definitions of positivity, have been compared. 
Bruising and oedema: A bluish discolora® 
:tion resembling a bruise is mentioned by Bayer 
(1930) who noted it in 7 out of 22 cases. He 
found no relation between this finding and the 
infants' weight, but noted that it was most often 
produced on testing the thighs. He also reported 
a deeper bruise on a single occasion, Lindquist 
(1937) considered the production of oedema 
important only in so far as it restricted the 
circulation and thus reduced petechial formation. 
Maloney (1943) notes that at high pressures he 
obtained free bleeding into the skin and finally 
Ylppö (1924) and Abt et al (1936) stated that 
they sometimes produced bruising and oedema. 
This discoloration made it difficult for Ylpp® 
to count the petechiae and he postponed the 
estimation till the following day. As petechiae 
sometimes disappear within 24 hours this procedure 
has not been adopted. The relationship between 
the production of bruising and oedema and 
petechial formation seemed worthy of investigation 
and is discussed below. 
10. 
Co- operation of the infant: A further 
source of error was noted during the present 
investigations. Though it was not mentioned by 
previous authoris it became obvious that a great - 
:er number of petechiae was produced at any given 
pressure when the infant was restless or crying 
than when it was lying quietly. A number of 
babies was tested while crying and while at 
rest, within a total time of an hour or two, 
e.g. before and after a feed, and the difference 
in the results was obvious. For this reason, 
certain tests had to be abandoned. 
Time of testing: Robson and Duthie (1950) 
tested their adult patients at the same hour each 
day as there appears to be some change in 
capillary resistance within the course of a day 
(Munro et al, 1947) and this may be related in 
some way to meals. As mentioned above, a lower 
figure was often obtained when the infant was at 
rest and it might be argued that the feed and not 
the fact that the child was restful is the im- 
:portant factor. It can be understood that it 
is wellnigh impossible - and probably unnecessary - 
to test all babies at the same time after feeds 
when large numbers of infants are being tested. 




of day or night, the initial postnatal tests 
on mothers and the first infant tests had no 
fixed relation to the time of day or to meal 
times. 
TECHNIQUE ADOPTED. 
Throughout the present investigation, 
therefore, capillary resistance was measured with 
the negative pressure apparatus devised by 
Scarborough (1941) which is fully explained above. 
Certain modifications of the method used by 
previous workers were necessary. In the infants 
the estimations were made on the back, over the 
lower t o- thirds of the thorax, (Plates II and 
III). Cups with internal diameters of 2 em. 
and 1 cm, were used in the early stages of the 
work and the results were seen to be quite 
different. When it was found that the results 
tbtained with these two cups could be correlated, 
the 1 cm. cup was discarded. A wire grid was 
not used. The procedure adopted by Bayer (1930) 
of limiting the "doming" within the cup by gentle 
finger traction was not adopted. It was con - 
:sidered impossible to standardise the traction 
as it would almost certainly vary from case to 
case and alter with the movement of the child 
12. 
within the time of exposure. The negative 
pressure in all experiments was applied for 
60 seconds (excluding the few seconds taken to 
reach that level) and the source of light was 
a 250 -watt "photo flood" electric bulb. The 
importance of standardised lighting has been 
stressed by Bell et al (19.0), and earlier by 
Molitch (1936) and Gothlin (1937), the last -named 
using a hand lens to examine the test area. The 
tested area was on each occasion examined through 
a hand lens for the first few months. Later, 
the lens was only used when there was some doubt 
about the positivity of the test. These modifica- 
:tions were necessary because the smaller petech- 
:iae in the infants were sometimes missed with 
the magnification and light of Scarborough's 
(1941) apparatus. The "critical petechial 
pressure "was estimated by raising or lowering the 
negative force by 50 mmHg. until a pressure 
which produced between 1 and 9 petechiae was 
reached. after an initial survey of about 50 
cases, it was decided that the pressure producing 
1 petechia only could be regarded as "critical ", 
but a confirmatory negative result was always 
obtained with a pressure of 50 mmHg. lower. 
The infants were mature and free at the first 
testing from manifest infection or congenital 
13. 
abnormality. A few premature cases are reported 
separately. In theearly stages, infants of any 
age were tested, but latterly more attention was 
paid to those within the first week of life. The 
infants were tested in most cases when quiet and 
if very fractious, the test was abandoned for 
reasons given above. The cup was held firmly 
against the chest wall in order to give as air - 
tight a union as possible and it was seldom ne- 
cessary to press very hard. The skin was examined 
for petechiae prior to testing and that number 
subtracted from the final result. No special time 
relation to meals was adhered to, though the in- 
:fasts were more amenable after feeds and often 
slept throughout the test. If oedema was produced, 
it was allowed to disperse before the final 
petechial count was taken and a note was made of 
the presence or absence of a bluish discoloration 









CHOICE OF CUP. 
That there is some difference of opinion 
about the effect the size of the suction cup may 
have on the capillary tests has been mentioned 
above. A small experiment was, therefore, devised 
whereby the relationship between two cups could be 
ascertained. These had inner diameters of 2 cms. 
and 1 cm. respectively and 42 infants were tested 
with both in the manner described above; 67 
estimations were made in all. The tests were 
performed as close together as possible in the 
dorsal area, and they were completed within about 
5 minutes of one another. Plate IV shows the small 
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It can be seen (Table I) that a much higher 
pressure was required to obtain a positive result 
with the smaller cup. Figure I shows the close 
relationship between the results, the lower the 
critical level with the large cup, the more . 
positive cases obtained at 500 mmHg. and less 
with the small one. Although the total number of 
tests is small the falling percentage relative to 
the large cup critical pressure is obvious; from 
100% (L /4) positive with large cup readings of 
100 mmHg. to 70% (22/31) at 150 mm.Hg., 41% 
(7/17) positive with large cup readings of 200 mm. 
Hg., and 7% (1/15) with readings of over 200 mm. 
Hg. 
Many of the tests with the small cup read 
above 500 mm.Hg. (the maximum accurate reading of 
the apparatus) and seemed to produce discomfort. 
As there appeared to be a close correlation 
between the cups and as the small cup required 
pressures high enough to produce discomfort, 
there seemed little to be gained by the use of 
the small one. It can be used, however, in the 
case of premature infants where the surface area 
available for testing is small, and where the 
critical level, even with the small cup, is well 
below 500 mm.Hg., i.e. below the levels apparently 
causing pain. 
The large cup was, therefore, adopted for all 
further experiments on mature infants. 
PLATE V. 
16. 
BRUISING AND OEDEMA 
A brief review of the findings of several 
workers on the subject of bruising and oedema is 
given above. During the initial stages of this 
investigation these phenomena were encountered 
(Plate IT) and latterly on 337 occasions a record 
of their presence or absence was made. 
The findings were examined in an attempt to 
establish a relationship between the number of 
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The tests were divided into four groups, 
those showing no petechiae, those showing 1 ® 5, 
5 - 10, and over 10 petechiae respectively, and 
the presence or absence of bruising and oedema 
was tabulated for each group. 
On inspection of Table II and Figure II it 
can be seen that of the 114 cases showing no 
petechiae 106 (93%) showed neither brut ing or 
oedema. Of 170 showing 1-5 petechiae, 131 (7) 
showed neither. In the 5 -10, and over 10 groups 
the fi :ures were 27/43 (63%), and 5/10 (50%) 
respectively. Thus, an increase of bruising 
and /or oedema was noted as the number of petechiae 
increased. 
No definite trend was noted in the percentage 
incidence of oedema alone. Experience showed 
that this oedema (which only occurs in infants) 
was of value in assessing results. It was not, 
as is suggested by Wiemsr (1931), a complication 
which obscured the findings. There was a steady 
rise, however, in the incidence of bruising alone 
from L4.% in the cases showing no petechiae to 30% 
in those showing over ten. Although this differ- 
ence is not statistically significant due pro - 
:bably to there being only 10 cases in the second 
sample, the difference between the LE% and 19% 
(cases showing 5 -10 petechiae) is significant. 
Likewise examining the incidence of cases 
free from both oedema and bruising, the fall in 
18. 
percentage from 93% in the cases showing no 
petechiae to 63% in those showing 5 -10 petechiae 
is also statistically significant. 
The exact nature of this discoloration is 
uncertain. No opportunity arose for examination 
of the skin lesion histologically. The fact 
that it could occur at all in the absence of 
petechiae rather indicates that it is due to a 
generalised dilatation of capillaries or, as 
suggested by Abt et al (1930, to transudation of 
blood into the extravascular-space and not to 
punctate capillary rupture. Whether this find - 
sing is an indication of capillary permeability 
rather than fragility is a point which must await 
further investigation. It can be concluded, how- 
:ever, that there is a definite relationship 
between bra ing and the number of petechiae 
produced, i.e. the greater the number the more 
likely bruising is to occur. No such accurate 
relationship was shown in the case of oedema alone 
or of bruising and oedema occurring together, but 
it is possible that, given a greater number of 
cases in the "over ten petechiae" group, such a 
correlation might be obtained. 
19. 
INVESTIGATION OF SEASONAL TRENDS 
IN INFANTS. 
Most recent writers agree with two of the 
earlier workers, Gothlin (1931) and Gedda (1931) 
that in older children and adults the capillary 
resistance is low in spring and high in autumn. 
Roberts et al (1937) in the examination of 85 
children, found April to be the month in which the 
resistance was lowest and August that in which it 
was highest. The age of these children was not 
given, but they were from a residential institu- 
:tion (were on a known dies) and are, therefore, 
not likely to be newborn infants. Brewer (1938) 
examining adult women, however, found a lower 
resistance in autumn than in the other seasons of 
the year. Brown (1947) on examination of 60 cas- 
:es gives winter and spring as the seasons in which 
the fragility was most marked. Munro et al (1947) 
are in partial agreement with Brown (1947) and 
state more precisely that spring and summer show 
the lowest resistance and winter and autumn show 
the highest. Kerpel -Fronius et al (1948) on 
examination of 233 children found the resistance 
greatest in the second six months of the year, 
March and April being the months showing the lower 
figures. Finally, it has been stated by Brown 
(1947), O'Hara and Hauck (1936) and in the case 
of children by Greene (1934) and Molitch (1935) 
20. 
that the capillary resistance varies in the one 
person from time to time, though they do not 
detail all the factors, other than age and ill - 
:ness (Brown, 1947), that might cause these 
variations. 
Kerpel Fronius et al (1948) reported a very 
close seasonal relationship between capillary 
resistance of young children and the incidence 
of certain haemorrhagic manifestations in the 
newborn. March and April were found to be the 
months in which fragility was greatest. No 
publications which confirmed these findings could 
be found. 
There is some evidence that the incidence 
of stillborn infants shows a seasonal variation 
(Sutherland, (19L.9), Figure III). Earlier, 
Waddell and Lawson (1940) attempted to show a 
seasonal variation in neonatal deaths from 
intracranial haemorrhage, and suggested that 
hypoprothrombinaemia played a contributory part 
in the production of the haemorrhage. Their 
figures for the first 2 days of life, however, 
showed no such tendency, and the claim that 
Vitamin K might reduce deaths from intracranial 
haemorrhage are doubted. (Potter, 1952). 
Kerpel Fronius et al (1948) in addition to 
the above also claimed that there was a definite 
seasonal incidence in cephalhaematoma and sub - 
:conjunctival haemorrhage in the newborn. 
It seems relevant to mention the work of 
21. 
Baye r (1931) on 49 cases showing some form or 
neonatal haemorrhagic disorder. He examined 13 
cases of cephalhaematoma and found the capillary 
resistance lowered in eight of them. Hartley and 
Burnett (1944), on the other hand, do not mention 
capillary tests in their study of this condition 
and think that cephalamatomata occur in skull 
bones showing irregular ossification and that 
hypoprothrombinaemia may be an additional factor. 
Potter (1952), however, states that the underlying 
bone is "almost never abnormal ". 
Bayer (1931) also examined 9 cases of melaena 
and haematemesis and 14 babies showing petechiae 
at birth. All but one showed a low capillary 
resistance with or without thrombocytopenia. 
During the present investigations, no cases 
of melaena or haematemesis were encountered. There 
were very few infants who showed petechiae at 
birth and the capillary tests on these yielded 
results so similar to the normal infants that the 
cases were treated as one group. So few cases of 
cephalhaematoma and subconjunctival haemorrhage 
occurred that no useful information could be ob- 
tained y a separate analysis of the findings in 
these cases. 
The seasonal incidence of cephalhaematoma 
over a two -year period was obtained from the 
infant case records of the Simpson Maternity 
Pavilion, Edinburgh. Although there is apparently 
a slight increase in the incidence in the months 
'L. 
May and June (Figure III) the trend is not very 
marked. 
In the light of the above reports, two points 
presented themselves as being worthy of further 
research. Firstly, investigations were planned to 
see if there was a similar seasonal variation in 
the capillary resistance, not of the older infants 
as shown by Kerpel Fronius (1948) but of the 
newborn, and secondly, to find out if there was a 
parallel seasonal incidence of neonatal intra- 
:cranial haemorrhage in Edinburgh. (The city is 
stated advisedly as climatic (Brown and Wasson, 
1941) and dietetic (see below) conditions vary 
markedly from place to place and many are of the 
opinion that capillary fragility is closely linked 
with these factors, the latter in particular. 
The investigations were performed over an 
18- months' period, October 1949 to March 1951 
inclusive, during which time 1,735 estimations 
of capillary resistance were made during 709 
examinations of 516 newborn babies. The results 
obtained during the early months were discarded 
owing to possible inaccuracies while the technique 
was being perfected, thus 622 test results were 
used in the final analysis. It is regretted that 
while one of the workers was on holiday the other 
was unable to continue the investigations owing 
to pressure of routine work and no results for 
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et al (1948) considered pressures below 150 mm, 
Hg. to be low, but it became obvious that, when 
testing the normal newborn infant, figures of 
50 mmHg. and 100 mm.Hg. were often obtained 
within 24 hours of birth. The apparatus was not 
accurate below 50 mmHg. and, therefore, no 
absolute figure could be quoted as being low, 
Experience showed that the best method of examin- 
:ing the results was to divide the cases into 
those positive (i.e. showing petechiae as de- 
:scribed above) at 100 mmHg. or less, and those 
positive at 150 mmHg. or more. It was then 
p ossible to observe a trend in one or other 
direction. 622 test results are thus tabulated 
above (Table III) and it can be seen from these 
that there is no marked seasonal change in the 
capillary resistance in any of the age groups 
into which the cases have been divided. 
Examination of the results in two monthly 
groups as done by Kerpel Fronius et al (1948) 
shows, in fact, an apparent rise in resistance 
in spring and summer, in the cases in which 
intracranial haemorrhage is most likely to be 
manifest - namely, those under 24 hours old, 
(Figure III and Table IV). 
24. 
TABLE IV. 
Seasonal trend of cases positive at 150 mmHg. or 
more. 
Piv..d 
Under át.t- hvS 
Aged 
1- H- ciays 
Aged 
Ove 5 do-.3s 
MONTHS 0/a o / o 0 0 
TAN - FEB 15 52 8z 
MAR - APR 21 5o G7 
MAY - TuN 23 wo S1 
suL- Auc,i 3(t) 14-6 _ 
SEP- OCT 13 ci-5 - 
Nov- DEC - 51 5S 
The graph of the cases tested between the 
ages of one and four days of age does not show an 
identical curve, but again the tendency is for 
the resistance to be highest in the summer (Fig - 
:ure III). Statistical analysis of Table IV 
failed to show any significant seasonal variation 
and no trend could be detected by any re- arrangement 
of the monthly grouping. It would be unwise to 
draw any conclusions from this investigation, 
apart from the important fact that the newborn 
i nfant does not appear to have the same seasonal 
trends in capillary resistance as do older child - 
:ren or adults. Seasonal trends in capillary 
function appear then to be at the most only a 
contributory factor in the production of the 
minor seasonal variations in intracranial haem- 
25, 
:orrhage in the ne/;born. 
In order to investigate the second point 
the infant postmortem records of the Simpson 
Maternity Pavilion, Edinburgh, over an eight -year 
period, were examined. The quarterly variation 
in incidence of sub -dural, subarachnoid and 
intraventricular haemorrhage was tabulated, The 
pulmonary haemorrhage figures were obtained from 
the case notes over a three -year period. 
TABLE V. 

















S.A. + I. V. Co2 81 8 6 `17 
S-61l b;Yths 
S.D. 49 36 39 14-2 
S.A. + I.V. 19 30 Co s 
P. H. 





Key: S. D. = sub -durai haemorrhage 
S.A. = sub- arachnoid 
IV = intraventricular " 
P.H. = pulmonary 
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It can be seen from Table V that only the 
stillbirths with subarachnoid and intraventricular 
haemorrhage show a significant seasonal variation. 
There are many more cases in the second quarter than 
at other times, but this group only comprises 9% 
(63) of the total of 665 cases listed, It can be 
said, therefore, that no significant seasonal 
incidence in intracranial haemorrhage as a whole, 
such as described by Kerpel Fronius et al (1948) 
has been shown. In view of the findings in the 
previous section, it seems unlikely that capillary 
resistance and intracranial haemorrhage in the 
newborn have any close relationship. Even if the 
trends were fully significant, the months during 
which the resistance is low (the first and fourth 
quarter) do not correspond with those in which 
the intracranial haemorrhage is most evident(the 
second quarter). The seasonal trend in capillary 
resistance is compared with the seasonal incidence 
of intracranial and intrapulmonary haemorrhage, 
of stillbirths and of cephalhaematoma in Figure 
III. 
One final observation should be made on 
studying Figure III. Bayer (1931) found that 8 
oit of 13 cases of cephalhaematoma had a low 
capillary resistance whereas in this investigation 
the months during which this lesion was found to 
be most common (May and June) are those in which 
the resistance is high. 
27. 
AGE TRENDS. 
Bayer (1930) examined 52 cases, testing them 
all at a pressure of 220 mm.Hg. He found 52 to 
show petechiae at birth and none at the tenth day, 
concluding that a rise in capillary resistance 
during the first few days of life is a normal 
feature in full -term infants. Lindquist (1937) 
on the other hand, using a smaller cup (1 cm.) 
testing up to 500 mm.Hg., found no such trend over 
a 7 -day period. Kugelmass (1940) stated that the 
resistance is high in infancy (500 mm.Hg.) 
gradually falling to the adult level of 150 mm.Hg. 
Clement Smith (1951) quotes Bernfeld (1931) as 
stating that the capillary resistance at "a few 
days" is high (600 wm.Hg.) gradually falling to 
adult levels (250 to 400 mm.Hg.) at the age of 
2 years. No mention is made in the above of 
tests performed within the first few days of life, 
during which, according to Schwalm (1934), there 
is obvious histological development of the capill- 
:ary bed. Abt et al (1936) for example, state 
that the capillary resistance in the newborn is 
high, but did not test infants before the 3rd day 
of age. Munro et al (1947) found no Rumple - 
Leede response below 3 months of age and state 
that there is a decline in capillary resistance 
"with age ". They quote Ylppö (1924 ), Bayer (1930) 
and Maloney (1943) all as stating that the 
28. 
resistance rises in the first few days and grad- 
ually declines till the age of two years. 
Dalidorf (1933) testing both adult s and children 
did not find any significant age trend,and Brown 
and Wasson (1941) found no such trend in children 
with rheumatism. The differing results in these 
reports could be caused by many factors, e.g. the 
inclusion of premature infants' results along witn 
the mature, the use of negative or positive press - 
:ure methods, the size of the cup used, and the 
site chosen, and comparison of all these figures 
with the present'series is not possible. Brock 
and Malcus (1934) found for example that in 
children capillary strength declined with age 
when the skin of the chest was tested, but it 
showed no such changes on the skin of the arm. 
Thus, the age trends in capillary resistance 
under standard conditions seemed worthy of 
investigation, and 622 test results obtained from 
newborn infants examined during their 8 to 10 
days' stay in hospital were analysed with this 
point in view. It soon became obvious that 
the pressure levels of tests done within the first 
24 hours of life tended to be lower than those 
done after that time and that still higher press- 
ures were required at and after the 5th day. The 
test results wefe,therefore, divided into three 
groups: - (1) those tested under 24 hours of age; 
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five days or more after birth. Table III shows the 
numbers of cases positive at 100 mmHg. or less and 
the numbers at 150 mmHg. or more at monthly inter- 
vals. The percentages are also tabulated. As no 
significant seasonal variation was detected, a 
composite figure was obtained in each group (Table 
VI) and a diagram constructed (Figure IV). 
TABLE VI. 
A C, E 
Positive at 
l00 rnm. V-Ic 
or less 
No o/ 0 
! ositive at 





UhCÌCr 74- Ì'Ìvs. 155 83 31 17 
1- 14- DQys. 






Table VI shows that 83% (155/186) of infants 
under 24 hours of age had resistances of 100 mmHg. 
or less. 49% (165/336) aged 1 -4 days, and only 
23% (23/100) aged 5 days or more had positive tests 
at this level. This trend is statistically signi- 
I 
:ficant. 
It can be clearly seen that the younger the 
30. 
infant the more fragile are the capillaries, at 
1 east within the age period covered. 
Only a few premature infants were examined 
during these investigations, the results of whicñ 
are presented separately in a later sectin n. It 
is interesting to note that at this stage, however, 
Lindquist (1937) followed 7 premature infants for 
several months and found a gradual increase in 
resistance. A level corresponding to that found 
in a full -term mature infant was found when the 
infants were 2 to 3 months old, then a gradual 
decrease occurred. Examination of these premature 
infants' findings showed an average figure of 
144 mmHg. in those tested under one week, and 
200 mmHg. or more thereafter. No significant 
trend could be shown on examination of the cases 
in a similar manner to those presented in Table 
VI. 
As the above result shows, the capillary 
resistance during the first 24 hours of life 
differs considerably from that at any other time 
in the neonatal period. 123 test results were 
analysed more critically to elicit any change in 
resistance that might occur within this 24 -hour 
period. It is known that the resistance can alter 
markedly within the time of a surgical operation 
(Robson 1949, and Scarborough 191111) and the ques- 
:tion arose as to whether the infant capillaries 
31. 
respond to the factors initiating labour or to 
labour stress itself, and whether this response, 
if present, could be ov-r within 2L. hours of 
delivery. Accordingly, 111 of the 123 results 
were divided into 6 -hour intervals and cases 
positive at 100 mm.H g. or less tabulated separately 
from those positive at 150 mm.H g. or more (Table VII). 
TABLE VII. 
INFANT AGE 
0- H,ts. '1-17. I-ks. 13-18 His, 19-2k- Hqs. 




100 m Fic. 
ort Less. 
'50 BID Zb 
- 
8 18 18 1 9 
Pos;t; \./e at 




1 h{- '7 2..Z 2. 
1 
10 5 ! 
There appears to be (Table VII) a tendency fur 
the capillary resistance to increase from birth 
onwards, though these results are in no way con- 
:clusive. 1 LC of 35 infants tet ed during the 
first six hours were positive at 150 mm.H g. or 
more, whereas 215 of 23 tested between 19 and 24 
hours were positive. Examination of these results 
in 12 -hour intervals brings out the trend a little 
32. 
more clearly (Table VIII and Figure IV). A 
further 12 results are added. 
TABLE VIII. 
INFANT AqE 0-12 HYS, 1 3-2/i. H. 
No °¡p No % 
Pos;tve at 
loo rrt,,,. Hg. 
a,(e Less. 
(o2 8 5 38 ?9 
Posit;ve at 
150 mm. Hs. 
Co( ri,oYe . 
13 17 1® 2,1 
In this instance, 17% of 75 cases tested in 
the first 12 hours were positive at 150 mm.Hg. or 
more and 21 of Li.8 tested in the 12 to 24 hour 
period were positive. Although this difference 
of 4% is not statistically significant, this 
result makes it very unlikely that there is an 
initially high capillary resistance at birth. 
It is thus demonstrated that there was no 
initial hign capillary resistance which could be 
missed if tests were not made within the first few 
hours of life. The infants had, as was suspected 
from previous findings, a low resistance at birth, 
which increased gradually during the neonatal period. 
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PREMATURITY. 
Although prematurity is best defined in terms 
of crown -rump length, there are no universally 
accepted standards as yet. The more convenient 
method of assessing the infant's maturity by 
weight was used. 
Bayer (1930), Ylppö (1924), Lindquist (1937) 
and Minkowski and Verses (1948) are all agreed 
that there is a relationship between the birth 
weight and the capillary resistance, the lower 
the weight the lower the resistance. Bernfeld 
(1931) gives the results of 36 infants under 
2.5 K and concludes that there is no such 
relationship, but Lindquist (1937) re- examined 
the figures and found considerably more infants 
positive at the lower levels of pressure in the 
premature group. Sauna (1934) stated that the 
nail bed capillary in the premature resembled 
that of the mature infant on inspection and on 
testing with pressure changes, but added that 
the vessals tested were only the broader arches 
and not the finer loops which develop later. 
Eckstein (1933) reports that premature infant 
capillaries do not behave like mature vessels in 
respect of their response to heat and cold, and 
Schwalm (1934) describes the maturation of the 
former as seen through a capillary microscope. 
34. 
He states that maturity is attained at about the 
fifth week in the skin of the chest wall. This 
does not entirely correlate with the age of two 
to three months given by Lindquist (1937) as the 
date when prematu re infants give a mature capill- 
:ary resistance result, but suggests there might 
be a connection between the histological changes 
observed and the response of the capillary to 
suction. 
The 34 premature infants examined during this 
investigation showed a marked increase in fragil® 
:ity as compared with the mature infants. As 
very few premature infants could be tested within 
the first 24 hours of life and as they were only 
tested weekly, the results were divided into those 
obtained under and those over one week, and as 
before the percentage of cases positive at 100 mm. 
Hg. or less compared with those positive at 150 mm, 
Hg. or more. These results were tabulated against 
those obtained from mature infants between 24 hours 
and 4 days in the case of the premature babies 
below one week, and mature infants of 5 days or 
more in the case of premature babies over one 
week (Table IX). 
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TABLE IX. 
%, Cases Pos;tive at 
loo n n. 149. ov Lass. 
% Cases Post ve at 
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At first glance it would appear that the 
80% of premature cases positive at 100 mmHg. when 
tested during the first week approximates very 
closely with the 83% positive cases in full -term 
infants tested within 24 hours (see above). When 
it is remembered, however, that very few premature 
infants were tested within 24 hours of birth the 
8 figure virtually represents cases tested 
between 1 and 7 days of age. 
Table IXand Figure IV clearly show that the 
premature infant, like the mature, has an increase 
in resistance with advancing age. 20% of pre - 
:mature infants of less than one week old had a 
positive result at 150 mm.Hg., whereas 43% of 
infants over one week of age were positive. 
The difference between the mature and pre - 
:mature results in both age groups is statistically 
significant. It can be readily seen that many more 
36. 
premature infants (80%) gave positive results at 
100 mm.H g. or less than did mature babies (49%). 
Although this is a comparison of two groups 
n of strictly comparable, it was considered, when 
the detailed timing of tests was examined, an 
interesting one worth making. 
It was thus concluded that the premature, 
though less resistant initially, showed the same 
trend as the mature infants in respect of the 
increase in resistance with age. It was also 
noticed that the amount of brusing in premature 
infants was much greater and that it occurred 
without the appearance of petechiae on a number of 
occasions. This suggests that in these infants 
the suction was exerting its effect on a premature 
vascular bed in which the capillary, as seen in the 
older child, had not yet developed. The bruising 
was possibly caused by extravasation of blood 
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THE ErFECT OF BIRTH WEIGHT ON CAPILLARY RESISTANCE 
IN MATURE INFANTS. 
Lindquist (1937) examined 106 mature infants 
to see whether or not birth weight had any rela- 
:tion to capillary resistance. He concluded that 
there was no such relationship. 
266 mature infants of this series were 
examined and the results tabulated (Table x). 
The cases were divided into 1 lb. weight groups 
starting at 5 lbs. This included a few premature 
infants between 5 lbs. and 5 lbs.8 ozs. for com- 
:pletion of the 5 lbs. to 5 lbs.15 ozs. group. All 
the infants were tested between the age of 24 and 


















S8 10- 54- 50 52 25 i4 5 30 
Positive at 
1 5o mm.H9. 
ov h,ore. 
2 14:2 36 4-6 4-b 4-8 31 55 12 70 
Totals i9 78 96 510 17 
Examination of Table X and Figure V shows 
that in this series of cases the direct relation- 
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:ship between resistance and birth weight (see 
above) is continued even within the mature group 
itself. 11 out of 19 cases (58 %) in the 5 lbs. 
group were positive at 100 mmHg. or less and the 
remaining 8 (L.2 %) at 150 mn.Hg. or more. The 
percentage of cases positive at the lower pressures 
gradually falls till the positions are reversed in 
te 9 lbs. and over group. In this instance, only 
5 out of 17 cases (30%) were positive at the lower 
pressures, and although the numbers of cases at the 
extremes of weicht are small, there are sufficient 
to indicate a significant trend. The probability of 
these changes occurring by chance is about one in 
twenty. 
Thus, it appears that these conclusions do not 
in fact agree with those of Lindquist (1937). Re- 
examination of this author's fipures shows a roughly 
similar trend, the significance of which is lost 
owing to a single result. This result cannot be 
overlooked, but it is not unreasonable to sug!;est 
that its effect might have been offset had there 
been a larger number of cases in the series. 
SEX INCIDENCE. 
Lindquist (1937) concluded from his series 
that there was no significant difference in the 
capillary resistance between the male and the female 
infant. 
The results from 258 cases (137 males and 121 
females) were examined :Ind the percentage positive 
at various pressures tabulated. (Table XI). 
These babies yece all tested after 24 hours 
y. 
and before 72 hours of age. Any variation in the 
results would, therefore, be due to a different 
response in the sexes and not to the fact that more 
of one or other sex happened to be within the 
period of maximum fragility (i.e. the first 24 
hours). Examination of Table XI shows in fact no 
difference in the sex incidence. 
In view of the findings in the previous 
section regarding the relationship between the 
TABLE XI. 
Cases Postive at rnm. 1-lg. 
50 loo 150 2.00 ó 
T 
L SEX No % No % No % Yÿo % 
M al,e 28 2o L-I-h 34- 43 31 za 15 137 
Fam01,e 19 16 43 36 38 31 7..1 17 12,1 
resistance and birth weight, and in the knowledge 
that the female is not infrequently of lower birth 
weight than the male a difference between the sexes 
might have been expected. That this difference is 
not apparent is probably due to the fact that the 
capillary test is not sensitive enough to detect 
the small difference in resistance that might be 
present in two infants whose weight only varies by 
a few ounces. 
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and before 72 hours of age. Any variation in the 
results would, therefore, be due to a different 
response in the sexes and not to the fact that more 
of one or other sex happened to be within the 
period of maximum fragility (i.e. the first 24 
hours). Examination of Table XI shows in fact no 
difference in the sex incidence. 
In view of the findings in the previous 
section regarding the relationship between the 
TABLE XI. 
Cases Pos:tive at (rnm.449.) 
50 100 150 200 ó 
T t SE X No % No % No °/a No % 
Male 28 2o 14-6 3u- 4.3 31 Za 15 137 
Fern al,e 19 16 14.3 36 38 31 2.1 17 121 
resistance and birth weight, and in the knowledge 
that the female is not infrequently of lower birth 
weight than the male a difference between the sexes 
might have been expected. That this difference is 
not apparent is probably due to the fact that the 
capillary test is not sensitive enough to detect 
the small difference in resistance that might be 
present in two infants whose weight only varies by 
a few ounces. 
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VITAMIN DEFICIEivCY AND CAPILLARY RESISTAilCE: 
Since individuals suffering from certain patholog - 
:ical conditions have been shown to display ab- 
:norrnal capillary resistance, much work has been 
done in an attempt to account for these changes. 
Studies on normal children, (excluding infants) 
and adults showed seasonal incidence as discussed 
above and again efforts have been made to find a 
reason for these variations. The knowledge that 
the capillary resistance test was frequently 
positive in manifest and sub -clinical scurvy 
(Gyorgy (1927), 611 nell (1928) -, Gothlin (1931), 
Molitch (1936)) stimulated many later workers to 
investigate the effects of Vitamin C on capillary 
strength. Gianaroli,'or example,as recently as 
1945 noted that in war -time when there was a 
shortage of Vitamin C containing foods in Italy 
there was a reduction in the vitamin saturation 
in the body which had definite effects on cap- 
: illary fragility. Although Bell et al (1940) 
found a significant rise in resistance on Vitamin 
C therapy when the initial resistance was low, 
they could not correlate the petechial count of 
their positive pressure method with the plasma 
vitamin C concentration. Abt et al (1936), with 
a negative pressure method, came to the same con - 
:elusions and Greene (1934) doubts whether this 
is a specific test of clinical or sub -clinical 
scurvy. O'Hara and Hauck (1936) found 
no 
41. 
relationship between the capillary resistance and 
the urinary excretion of Vitamin C. Gothlin 
(1937) nevertheless was able to determine that a 
blood concentration of Vitamin C of 1 rngm per litre 
or less would effect a fall in capillary resist- 
ance, and Dalldorf and Russell (1935) observed 
a prompt and prolonged rise in resistance follow - 
:ing intravenous ascorbic acid therapy. Several 
of the above authors attributed seasonal trends to 
changes in Vitamin C concentration. Brown (1947) 
makes the statement yet again that the capillary 
resistance is low in scurvy. Munro et al (1947) 
review the subject very thoroughly, and concluded 
that although there is a relationship between 
capillary resistance and Vitamin C it is not as 
close as th relationship between the resistance 
and Vitamin P. 
There are those who still dispute the exist - 
:ence of a Vitamin P or substances with Vitamin P 
activity. Scarborough in 1939, however, presented 
a short history of Vitamin P and similar sub - 
:stances and produced good evidence (1939, and 
Scarborough and Bacharach, 1949) to support the 
idea that some factor other than Vitamin C had an 
effect on capillaryfragility. Ten years after his 
early work, Scarborough, with Bacharach (1949) 
published a detailed account of the chemistry and 
pharmacology of Vitamin P and showed the relation - 
:ship between it and Vitamin C with particular 
42. 
reference to capillary resistance. 
Kugelmass(1940) thought Vitamin P was a 
flavone glucoside consisting of the two glucosides, 
Hesperidin and Eriodictyol. Scarborough and 
Bacharach (1949) suggest that there are several 
distinct compounds containing the active group 
which is present in Vitamin P. These compounds 
are mostly flavones, the most well -known being 
Hesperidin (a flavonone glucoside), Rutin ( a 
flavanol) and Citrin (a concentrated extract of 
citrous peel). These authors state that the 
Citrin is the most active in Vitamin P activity, 
probably on account of its solubility. Scarbor- 
:ough (1945) gives the quantities of Vitamin P 
in Rose Hip Syrup, pure Hesperidin, and Citrin 
as 500, 100 and 650 units per 100 c.c. respective- 
ly. Johnson in 1946 gave a detailed account of 
the pharmacology of Rutin, originally used 
therapeutically by Griffith (1943) and reported 
the results of clinical trials. Johnson (1946) 
enumerated several conditions in which this 
vitamin had been tried and had 88% (152 out of 
173 cases) success in restoring the capillary 
resistance to normal, He also made the observa- 
tion that the Vitamin C intake must be adequate, 
as this vitamin was apparently required to 
"activate" Vitamin P. Cotereau et al (1948) 
also discuss the relationship between Vitamins C 
and P. They suggest that Vitamin P is a Vitamine 
Csparing factor and that the latter cannot control 
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capillary resistance in the absence of this factor 
(Vitamin P) in the guinea -pig. Vitamin P alone 
had no marked effect on the resistance, but the 
administration of it reduced the body requirements 
of Vitamin C. Analysis of animal tissue showed 
that no storage of Vitamin C occurred in the ab- 
sence of this sparing factor. 
It is suggested by Parrot and Cote reau 
(1949) that Para- aminobenzoic Acid may be normü.11y 
concerned in the control of capillary resistance 
and that the resistance is raised by the limi.ta- 
:tion of oxygenation of Vitamin C. It is also 
suggested that this limitation may be the method 
by which Vitamin P and Vitamin B exert their 
effect. Repeated giving of drugs of the sulphona- 
mide group reduced the Vitamin C content of 
guinea -pig tissues. 
Ambrose and De Eds (1947) support the view 
that Vitamin P on its own has no effect on the 
capillary function. They found Rutin had no 
effect on the high capillary permeability in 
scorbutic guinea -pigs, but that it did decrease 
permeability in rabbits. It is not stated that 
these rabbits were entirely healthy, but they were 
presumably not scorbutic. Raiman anü Necheles 
(1947) testing mice in a negative pressure chamber 
found Rutin gave protection against the produc- 
tion of pulmonary haemorrhages. They also found 
that propylene and ethylene glycol, ethyl alcohol 
and, to a less extent, glucose afforded some 
protection. 
Wunro et el (1947) were not convinced that 
Vitamin P reduced the body's need of Vitamin C, 
but ruund that Vitamin P, though not apparently 
an eeaential to lire, 1rxprovec the capillary 
strength even when the diet oh normal. do 
mention, however, that scorbutic guinea-pigs 
which wr:re not nLsponding to Vitamin C alone, did 
so when Vitamin P true a 'ed :o : ::e diet. Finally, 
they suggest the mechanism by which these vitamins 
act is to prevent the oxidation of adrenaline. In 
scurvy, the e Is lack of collagen su^corting tissue 
and vas7.ïar atonia. The vitamins delay the 
destruction of adrenaline, whit in turn, increases 
capillary tone and diminishes the tendency to 
rupture. 
Griffith et ei (19...), Shanno (1940) and 
Iugelmeee (19.2', also ï eport success in the treat - 
:scent o: increased capillary fragility with Rutin. 
The first two authors had su'ess in cases of 
adult hypertension, but this was not the expe:ience 
of 9chwer * et al (1446). Reaser et al (19411) 
found Vitn =in P inteffe7tive in cases of idiopathic 
throairocytopenic purpura, rheumatoid arthritis and 
diabetes with lowered r (-sistan-e. 
fugelams (1q :0) male his observations of 
raps :: my rrn l s to 'e! on children and found that 
Vitamin P 1erinite effects on case» of purpura 
of nutritional, allergic or infective origin. 
It 
had no effect purpura 
or :Drchanical rigin. 
45. 
only on'.- othar writer cool" be found who had 
eza: 1ned children from this viewpoint. llinkowaki 
and Vence (1910 gave 3aculoeide (a substance with 
Vitamin P activity) to two mothers at term. The 
infants showed a fall in capillary resistance 
which Ariti unexplained. Seven premature infants 
given the vltaminemowed mo gnifi cant change in 
capillary reß :stn ::_e. 
It is obvious from the foregoing review of 
recent literature :hat Vita.:.ineC and P are very 
closely related substances. .ny naturally 
oc :ar ring deficiency state would probably include 
both vitamins and, for this reason, it was wonder - 
whether bot t would re,::ire inves:iration 
during the p: .Ben: capil_ary studies. 
Lund ant Kimble (1943),whoee .pork has been 
confirled by Sìobody et al (19471 investigated 
Q.. babies an' found that L1'- had --lettuce Vitamin C 
levels below 1.' -a_:mas. and that 71 had levels 
below . ' :... =..ß3. AF )1 of the mothers ha? levels 
helcw .b .îis +, the su_. -est that the placenta 
exerts n selective r »tention o' Vitamin C. easily 
nvn.:n to the foe tus. Abt et al (193b) found 
mot,-er and in`ant :c hive similar blood concen- 
:trntions. An the mothers in the following 
in vr* p t i =.A i. on sn ap- proximately standard 
diets r. ta in lng Vitamin C sup; 1e:ac31 te and as it 
n-o;rearn from the abovr. that the foetus is assured 
:. :a'e ,unte sup: 1y, it was decided to 
ln*ratlF.nte thr 
,,,.rt,_t.1 of Vitamin P alone on the 
capillary r nit tan _e of newborn infante. 
Finally, àcarborough and .acharach (1 j ) 
made clear the important distinction bet* en a 
scorbutic diet and a Vitamin P deficient 
Animale Aven the later +r-: '- unaffected by 
lita :.in an'_ their purpuric tendency was altered 
t_: .,11,1m Vitamin P. They :o as far as to say 
that the only worthwhile test of Vitamin F activity 
le the cai_ -ary one. 
Imvestigstion : 
It war :`.ecided to see if ita:.in P, when Riven 
antenatelly to the mother, had any effect on the 
capillary function of the infant at an after 
birth. ; women were riven c7 mgms. Vitamin t. 
three times daily for at least the last four weeks 
of pregnancy. 27 others were taken as controls 
a rr. c n strictly comparable sour apart from 
t ~.. vitaan therapy. All the women wcr, primi- 
: rat the onset of therapy they were 
on:I-01y from any form of comrli 'at ion of 
pr,gnaney. an!. bath ,Rr 'ups were _ :ive n the sane 
'ietary rR -1mr. Capillary studies were made on 
: ~.o ..ot ".rrs before, durin. :, and after labour, 
the r- cult of which are reported in another 
er -::or. of this rcrk. The vitamin wns discontinued 
nt ter... The concentration built up in the 
=sterna: circulation would be mnint:ained for about 
!: !nyn L.;, a : :orough 1945). After this time, 
¿47. 
any fall in r- ctetance could be due to withdrawal 
effect.. or the vitamin. "bathe:- the infant would 
receive the vitamin in the breast -milk or not is 
unknown. 
Durinc the investlwe ::on, one mother in t:,e 
Vitamin P group devel ,ed mild hypertension shortly 
before term; one had a diechar_in_ dental sinus, 
and one a septa _ o_ya _n the ri :ht ear. In the 
control group, one developed mild ere- eclamntic 
toxaemia, and one mild hypertension. The in: nts 
born of these mothers were, however, included in 
the calculations as the infants were clinically 
normal ut birth, and it was considers -t that the 
'f-e -ts, if an', of these conditions on the infants 
n::'. :heir capillaries) wou_ : ce approximately 
the a a-r i n each zro.ip. C ne infant was stillborn 































































































































































































































































































































Table Xi shows the results .f 182 teste on 
these 55 infants. The resul te are tabulated 
accord ing to the preaaure at which the test was 
positive and the age (in days) ur the infant when 
tested. The results of the cases .'ives Vitamin P 
are tabulated alongside the controls for purposes 
omparison. 
Kxa:rinin... the fi ^. r -s for the first 24 hours 
(the time et which te vitamin, if active at all, 
would exert its greatest effect) it is found that 
.81; (7/:C5) of the 71tamin P cases were positive 
a t r _ mc.:? g. w -e reas 41 ; 9/ : j of the controls 
were positive Fit this pressure. In the '00 :s::. g. 
g,rcur c. (1::/25) of the ì'itarein P cases were 
os:tive at . pressure and only 32% (7/,:) of 
the controls. :`his suggests that the Vitamin P 
^esse hagi in fact a greater resistance - fewer cf 
thez '.-eing positive et the lower pressure. 
The tests made luring the next three days show 
a similar trend, the cos'cine ̀. fe :contage of the 
Vitamin P cases positive 4t ' r .tig. being 2 *% 
(7A°) and the .-ontrols .ú' ( :. ";). As be :ores, 
tee ecsi :ton in the next pressure group is reversed. 
( 1../. 8) of the Vi ts-in P cases wee positive 
n t ar-.ug. , wherrzs iti (12/3i) o:' the controls 
wrre ;-osi tivr at tir. pressure. Thin also 
r,.:.,.vatn that tsorr Vitamin P .'nneg ere- in the 
7r-n7. e gr,;u;', but no dcf :nits conclusion 
'.mac' :e'd as those figures are not statis- 


































































































































































The results were next analyse1 from a differ- 
ent point of vied and are displayed in Table XIII. 
The ',5 cases wr_.c divided into Vitamin P and 
Control groupe and tabulated according to the 
lowest positive esLur,: '_,firing the initial test 
(dJnc mou: in. .th- first 2.. hours) of each case. 
These were again sub- divided into cases which 
showed ., subsequent rise, fall or showed no change 
in capillary resistance. 
Several points are brought out in this 
Table: - 
(a) that e higher cercentage of Vitamin P cases 
c3: (24/29) snowed a subsequent rise in 
capillary resistance t-an controls c9. (15 /.2o). 
(b) thst more controls show a subse.quent fall 
than lid Vitamin P cases, i 4 (5 /26) as 
o;.; osel to 10 (3,x'29). 
(e) that more controls than Vitamin P .''ases showed 
no ^hangs, 12% (3.'.t) as opposed to 7% 
that t ' Initial positive pressure was higher 
in the VItn in P 71ses tqn in the controls. 
;w (i K a) 'Vitamin P oases were positive at 
1- a ; :. or more se opposed to ;5é (9/2b) 
cntrols, independent of the subsequent trend. 
(e) that t':e +awea s'.Lxing no change or a fall 
ubse.,uen:i} hat initiai pressures of 1:),) mm. 
Mg, or more. 
,. ; ' . 
5 '2. 
It would appear that Vitamin P has had 
some effect in strengthening the capillaries in 
these newborn infante, bit unfort.nately the 
numbers are wall, and the possible trends are 
not statistically confirmed. 
14iLb G? 3.1.LIV KRY. 
!+o reference to the effects of instrumental 
delivery on capillary resistance soul. be found in 
the literature and it was 2onsidered worthw .:le to 
put on record the results obtainer '.urin_ these 
inrrati_at:ona. 254 cases were analysed with 
this point in vies and again for the sake of 
ac curacy only tests made tetwe, n 24 hours and 4 
days of age were exa lined. Jnly 23 instrumental 
deliveries A) wcr performed, leaving 231 spon- 
:taneou births (A). The cases were again divided 
into those showing critical pressures of 50, 100, 1 tiv 
and --a6 ». r sre:7tively, and the percentages 
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Altt:oug.'. there :a Rn aa,larent sift of cases 
in Oroup 0) `roa mr.HK. to the 
group, the nums er of .-ases is so small that no 
5... 
eonel'ielun can be reached. Taking the cases in 
grou;.c ,r 1-)0 !:t..HR. or less and 150 m...Hg. or 
inure, t :.c: e a n_ dif:e:'ence at all between groups 
(A) and (B). 
From this analysis, it would ape ear that 
instrumental delivery is unlikely to effect 
resistance. I t ghoul! be rememl,ered, 
however, .nut the tests were performed at least 
2-. hours after birth by which time the e.'°- c is of 
such de.ivery on the resistance may have abated. 
The numbers of these group (B) tests performed 
t etween 1 and days of age is so small that no 
conclusion can be retched. The number of results 
obtained within the first 214 hours is even smiler 
and an analysis of these was, therefore, consider- 
:e '. to be of little value and wss not made. It 
it aìn: be borne in rind that almost 311 the 
cases in rtr.up (à) had Vitalin K and thsi. its 
effect, if any, wool'. be reflected in this analy- 
sis. 
Vitamin Y. The sub }ect of prophylactic 
Vita sin X therapy and its r-'lation to hypopro- 
: th- ossbtnaemi - haemor:-hs..e in the ne. born has been 
adequately rrviewe.'. Potter (1Q.,,). That 
heemorrhag: - '.isener ,t this ege is sometimes ue 
n factor or fa-tors other than, or in addition 
to, Vitamin ) has be.-car widely recognised. 
Some of the literature concernin.; the effects 
of V 1ta:aln K on intracraninl haemorrhage has been 
r c 
quoted above. Very little, however, h =h been 
published cone' rnin: the effects or this vita ran 
on capillary renietance. In 252 cases it was not- 
ed, there!-,re, whether or not the infant r :ceived 
the vitamin and the capillary r#-sistance in two 
grcvupe we tabulated. It shout :e mentioned that 
the vitamin was given cnly when the infant was 
1e:ivere : instrumentally or shove'': si:n.s of shock 
'r cerebra_ irritation at birth. 











Although : t coul : br argued that nny 
:'c tween the Vitamin K treated group and the 
antral :night be lue :othheseloctive nature of the 
 
former cases, it la -:learly seen from Table XV 
that there le no demonstrable change in capillary 
resietan 7e. It is possible tht:t these cases 
might have shown capillary resista ::c% chanw:eb 
had the vita :ln not been given. It is mor'7 likely, 
however, that neither the effects o: :c:_ivery r 
se nor the vita:_in .. _ ,.:ÿ influence on the ca-- 
:i__ary fragility. 
57. 
kKI1.:'It't9!°. i P (, ? CAPILLLP Y TO ?'::'st I P.:ití,L 
: I itC tSLA ̂.' I O H. 
Close observation of an Infant during the 
first fei d 'tys of lifer reveals the considersi ìe 
change In colour an' temperature of the extremities 
that n^ occur sithin .uite a short space of time. 
iii t h in hours of birth an infant may be warm and 
pink, warm with _imts, or coil and cyanos- 
:e., or pale - lrres7e:tive of ".e infant's cloth- 
:lag or the heatin.: of :he cot or nursery. Lind- 
: ,uiat (1,37) studied the suet of "Neonatal 
Ir theme" which he states as being maximal at 
24 to 4.: hours after birth. He considers this 
lovr change to be a r':s oonse to the col'. extra- 
uterine environment, observe'. it in only 43 
out of ,uses tested. He explains this 
low incidence by suz...estin_: that he erythema 
had pan9ed ; °f before the initial examination. He 
compared the capillary resistance by observing 
. 
r :entage of cases positive u^ to 50 ) ma..Hh. 
the ery't~rin cases tintt n control group of 
1.f-event n#res 'n'. looni no appreciable difference. 
Fcckatein 0933). quoted by Smith (1951), studying 
the capillary function of the newborn found 
capillary contraction inn :old environment and 
dilatation in n rnr.: ono, but made no mention of 
cyanosis. !ir ntntcn incidentally that the cap- 
i l laries or p rr mat ore infanta do not 
ref pond so 
58. 
rapi'.1 warmth :t they do to cold. 
Th pr-srnce or peripheral cyanonie is 
indicative of anoxia, and this in t ne normal in "' :nt 
may be c aused either by central anoxia, anaemia 
or perip }.-ra1 circulatory stagnation. Henry et 
al (19,7) state that oxygen saturations below 15% 
and possibly even 454 increase capi lary perme- 
ability. They are of he opinion that anaemia 
is the most impor :ant factor. It is of interes6 
tc note that Scarborough (1939) is of the opinion 
t -.at the hee!ogl bin level - -er se has no effect on 
cap1ì . a-y rat i :ity . ^at capillary permeability 
pad ,-agility are .li :e separate entities is 
e trey e'. by Ambrose an: De ads (1947) , bu : they 
3ìso state that an in-rea le or decrease in the 
one Is roughly proportional to similar -ranges 
in the other. Sell et al ( 1942) could not 
remonstrate this relationship, however. It is of 
importr.n -e to note also that Clement Smith (1951) 
cn exa 7:ning 31 newborn infants focini oxygen 
saturations b low the 15 to 5v level on 2) out 
of 111 (1f -.r4b) occasions. Cn .'.e other hand, 
3-077.0 ant Lewis (19117) found that anoxic anoxia 
:r, rvinon --lgs did not influen,e capillary 
-ersseability to globulin, an'. su.west that positive 
results obtains+' Ir rz ntrignvint nnoxis is Ilrvsent 
are due to -nrbon '.ioxiae excess da -Iei.;in_: the 
capii:ary an! not .o ,:xygcn '.efi iency. 
97 cases rsrrc, theroforr, analysed to see if 
there wen any relationship betwern apillary 
`,9. 
rr-ni nt ncr an! peripheral circulation. The ces 
were- divided accordinwly into t'.oee ehorinï 
f yanùele ( 26) and those not ''oing so ( 71 ). 
.A .._. X; I . 
,:GT C ;26) ACYANCTIC (71) 
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Te half of 'able XVI shows thr numbers 
and percen:nge of asco in each group showing 
critical rr'n~-.Lrs of 1.'1 mcL..?i.;. or less +nj 
1 mm.Hg. or morn A). The lorcr half (5) sh.,ws 
thenr remata split 1n:.ß their component parts. 
Neither A nor w nhow n y eignificnnt ,l11'. erettn 
rotw r. the cyanotic qn' scyunotic groups. 
n;.'.irnto oot_mntion of :akin temperature 
was not merle and an ant:eestnent or the r':silts 
from trie point of view vue, there`'ort , not thiught 
uetifie'.1e. 
As the cyanosit in these normal infants is 
almost certain; lue to stagnant anoxia, it can be 
concluded that this investi.a :ion shows the cap - 
:i:1ary resistance not to be influenced by anoxia 
or .:.le severity an_ ,oration. 
61. 
JAUNDICE 
it it well recognised that petechiae are 
sometimes found in patients suffering from jaundice 
yet few references could be found describing the 
capillary resistance in jaundiced newborn infants. 
Lindquist (1937) states that he found no change 
in the capillary resistance of 11 icteric infants 
comparing their results with non- icteric controls, 
and *Byer (1,_43)) Navin_ exn- fined 16) newborn 
alsc concluded that jaundice had no effect 
capillary rrsistar.ce. 
One further sub -division of ca e results was, 
therefore, Slade. 256 infants were divided into 
tw:, groups, (A) 79 who had o vious jaundice at or 
after t!-re time of teetin :, and ( *) 177 who never 
we: clinical icterus. This incidence of 
3i% is rat er below . ^at su_ :: a ted by 5111s 
(1951) and Mitchel- and Nelson (1917) who quote 
fiWures or orar si; and 7=4 respectively. 
This is probably -'.ue to some infants '.ein.-z tested 
on the second day dev,'1o7in -: late .anj 
-,-eing arlssed. A'. tests :a,-, a. :yin nerforroed 
t-etwoen 2:. hours art' i days of age. 
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rA.lthough in :'able Ä:II there appears to br 
a slightly Maher pe^centaFe of I-es positive 
st the lower pr ess.Ir%.s in 3rour. A( i.e. those 
with jaundice) the ái`'.°e^er:ce is not statistically 
siimificFint. These thus a,zree with 
those of pr^Yio..á workers in r':owin_: that jaundice 
dc-en not influence ::1;q . . ';:; :t sistsnce in the 
rm. born. 
CAPILLARY itI3:'i.'_-_ :; F'.::,'iA:12Y LA ;,I17.. THE : 
PU B: I'K:r I k 
The details of te :niçue and t%e reasons for 
adopting the par :i _.:_ar method used during these 
inveatirations have been discussed above. Cne or 
two pointa of di.'_ ere :e between the infant and 
adult testa end between the 7.ethod chosen for these 
experim - :s and some used by other authors are 
worthy of reiteration. 
. .e -rincipal difference between the infant 
and adult tests it as the site chosen. In the 
a'.u1t. the volr+r aspect o the forearm As used an 
me rial espe:t :,:s: distal to :hr elbow c :'. ase 
first teste'- ;area ";, ",. (Plate VI). In 'he 
early ntagea the iaternl aspect (Are. " ?'r), anI the 
nr-Pn gust proximal :o the wrist join: (Arca "C ") 
were tested but :rater (rnrtickrly durin.; labour) 
only Area "1.' will used 90 that the patient was He 
li : :le `Is :rte.'. ras possible. The time of each 
expos :'r rnr. anc' 7..1nute an! not 1 £C, ̂ Jnds as 
'.e.cribed by Prewer (14í8), Scarborough (19111) 
Robson. and Duthie (19c)) and the cri tier.] pi car . 'iro 
*an ar drnrrlì'(' 2 j R..tson and Duthie 
(iorC), 1.f+. 
the 7rrnr?;.r r r.t 141'1ct: 1 to 10 petCcirrr 
r:'r 
!ic r.r.,ot!ve- result " trsr.Fip, lower «ris 

:'r quirt d. ?obson hnd Duthie (1')50) examined 
their casts a'_ the same ''.hy in o: :t : to 
orrhtt any diurnal variations. lfsnro et hl (1947) 
also state the neceaciity of doing serial resistance 
tests at a fixed time of day owing to an apparent 
decr.aae in strength as the day advances. This 
waft not possible in the present aeries on account 
of the varying time of birth of ::.e infant. The 
initial post- partum readin: was taken, there: cre, 
at any time of day or night, but tests thereafter 
were usually per.°rmed '-etween 1) a.m. and 1 
mon. Plate VII shows vigorous positive 
reaction in a central position the forearm 
chosen specially for photographic rasons. 
Apart from the antenatal and intracartum 
teste most mothers hat a test performed as soon 
r ter :r. *cur ns s°: ;osaible and thereafter two 
more ^-.irth.'r tests were done at 2-day intervals 
n . - . r-. in the 'sration of stay in hospital. 
65. 
NORMAL TRENDS IN CAPILLARY kMI3TA.'CK IN THE ADULT 
Eefor. estimating the changes in capillary 
rem lstane over the period of childbirth, it is 
tlecearary to consider the variations that exist 
in the normal adult. 
:here is considerable disagreement as tc 
or not are has an effect on capillary 
resistance and the subject has in part been 
revered in a previous section. Curer and 
Mar 4..a r it (1930) , °rown (1947) and :^ey (1940) 
found a decrease in r-sistance with advancing age 
in adults, but Da_ldorf (1Q33) found no such 
trend. In the adult, it has been _'ounl that one 
area or skin (the elbow) c::'. show a crange of 
cnpi::ary strength with age, whereas another (the 
wrists toes not ;Munro et al, 19..7). This finding 
might explain s.= :,e of t e variable results obtain - 
:ed ty different w,-,ricers, but as the ca ; :rs are 
still 'tivided, it a:es '.e-1.'.e' to limit the age of 
the mothers chosen for this ox:)e :invent to between 
and 3J years. It w-is considered that the 
change within n I'- -year period, lf present, would 
be Roo s -a :: t n e t. e r" a u l ta. 
:renaonnl rarintiona have been reported by 
rsny authors and this factor woes counteracted by 
e :forxlfg all the =tome'? testa in 
the V.tamin 
"I' experiment and most of the non 
-pregnant con- 
66. 
:trols (see below) within a period of 4 months. 
The vitamin treated and non -treated mothers were 
selected approximately alternatively so the two 
series ran parallel. The diurnal variations are 
mentioned above. 
The question of menstruation does not enter 
the picture in the case of the pregnany mother, 
but it does with the non -pregnant controls. 
Brewer (1938) has studied the subject in detail 
and found, as did Bell et al (1940), a pre- 
menstrual drop in capillary resistance and quite 
a sudden fall just as the menstrual flow begins. 
Four days after the menses cease, the resistance 
has returned to normal. Stephan (1921) also 
observed changes during the menstrual cycle, and 
O'Hara and Hauck (1936) found inconclusive trends 
of the same nature as Bell et al (1940). Seventy - 
four volunteers were accepted at random from the 
nursing staffs of two hospitals and it was con - 
:sidered unnecessary to obtain details of the 
menstrual state of this number of controls. 
of. 
Mr. F P N C T`J O F NORMAL PR ..0 HA2#C Y 1 I.1. WU R AND 
PUKkPi[kIUY ON CAPILLARY .:.SI3^.í.:iCB. 
UcLennan (1946) and Browne (1944) have noted 
an inoreaae in capillary permeability in later 
pregnancy. 
Uln ccexi and Venea (1948) found the resist- 
: ar. ̂ e lawee t at full dilatation of the ce: vix 
during labour, end also found, on exa ::nation of 
37 worsen, that there was a slow post- partuci rise 
in r'e :stance reaching normal within a fe, weeks. 
5ianarcli 19..5) also found the resistance to be 
lowered luring pregnancy, especially towards 
term, an,: r< turaing to normal within ;months. 
Lie:K nn et al x'9.9) state the normal 
capillary r,.e:sta nre to be 2- :o and 
examined 1b.4 cases showing pregnancy hypertension 
or toxaemia by both negative and positive pressure 
tests. :'he results are mention.'. below. Robson 
3n l ..tl.1C' Fire 2`'J to 35_ ;selig. as the 
average ranze for their aetho.i which .s similar to 
tt.e one ,.sed in this cxreriment cxce t for the 
me :hcd of lighting, magnif: 'ation, an.t the tlri)e of 
rz; r .r. -"!:J-ne workers ust+:'. a 5J-seconda exposure 
in -ontrsat to the cs -seconda in th- r sent 
nx;c+risaen:n. :he; a:n.' mention the wide variations 
ir normal `vtn ' 
J . T"-. . 
.ell et a: 0,-2) ran-'in: fro 
i' uL rta r. t al (1 9:.) testing women duriri 
pregnancy Noun: F:rr:.r::.hl in"r-ase in capillary 
pros :. sr after histn:r.ine injection an 'l increased 
cutaneous lym:Jhatic flow, an" found the actual 
capillary count to be norrvi1 in most cases. 
*,romo (194) found an 1ncre =se in capillary 
t s:.c:r- In later pregnancy in tht- lower limbs. 
Bean et al (1947 and 1949) report the observation 
of vascular spiders and palmar erythema from the 
eeccnd month d pregnancy, The spier in_r,_asing 
in num:er till t! : :. These re. present in 65% 
of v-.. to women xi .'. implicated pregnancies 
cant Iles eared mostly wIthin the first week of 
the pue:-p'eriuz.. 3oß c::_ :'s, however, were 
observed till about the :h week after delivery. 
It ia5 tr ci :ed, in vi, 7, of these interestin: 
o't,servatlons, to analyse the maternal r( suits 
an.t n» if ez ante- pertum fall and post- partum 
rise in capillary r' sist3r.c ' could be demonstrate. 
As 'Fits. =1n F has 'teen shown to have no sit :nific :mnt 
effer-t nternel capil---y resistance, the 
Vitn in P treated n..'. t: tre to . - sec vC'ï 
taken r;ß .)ne group to be compAre'. ith the non - 
rr gnsnt -cntra:s. 
. non-pregnant controls rrt:. r each tested 
n one . - -arson nnd the results .sividenc into 
(1 ' t':ones SOS: t:Y0 nt 1r,1 mac:: !tg. or loss; (.') 
those positive at : )..3 jr ;. , 'inch ,5) those at 
::r:..'..,. or norr. "able XVIII s :ows the 
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21.61 of ,.he controls .e :-e positive at 
. t ß.äg cr less. 5t .:4 t , :x: ,Ind 
1 _7 R .!ig. or more. he se controls ^;1 ht 
ex Acted, when teste'.. ror oO seconds, to have 
a lower average pressure reajin_: than those tested 
for ' - seconds by other workers. : :.15 indeed is 
the case, the mean pressure being 200 ± 67 ;u;r,.Hg. 
i.e. a. ? S.D.) S.B. of 7enn _ r,.'75 QI'::.Hf. 
:terse rrs.zlts were c.ompnre.'. with 171 Area "A" 
test results per .resed on 57 mothers c urin,: their 
last t' werkn or î :-rrnnncy. As Vitamin P has no 
apparent effect .r. onpi::ary rosistarl'e (see 
below) 50 mothers reee :vin-: thi :: therapy wore 
include.'.. Their results were analysed in the same 
7. 
wKY um t'e nun-:.rognant ontrol findings (Table XIII) 
esr^ thr 7ora,:oaite ^ft;,ìe XIX eows the compari- 
:son. 
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Durin: the wreK befo e term, when 
the resistan,-c' :n reputel to be at its lowest, 44 
tonta worl. 1a.'.e. The etnl:_reis of these i.. tests 
In n.h.*wn in the .- c. , .. . to ,able XX in addition 
r -ontnge ponitivc+ tenta ln thr e 
ntnte'. ,;rows .n on- -xee áeriodlet. The numbers 
in rho `' . nn,'. 
. th i ,'. ate ernte- n'ttyl werke 
71. 
wr:-e toc, e:nri11 to be of value. 
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Frost the `oregoin.. :'ables, it sr be seen 
at tom. .' -e '.w a definite dl eren-e in the per- 
8.1 stribution of tests when the expectant 
suits are co-Innrei with those of the 
. ;,r -- regnnnt -ontrols. 
,ran "A ", t'' e isa << v ry .leflnite 
1'ing o' tho distribution, case "leaving" the 
:=:-.4,11.g group are oing to both the 1oacr and hi. he r 
7` 
. The percentage inca :er..e in 
t e - :` m.. .. group being 61.47". in the case of 
the controln and only 40.2% when the findings for 
tr,n last six weeks of pregnancy are taken rte one 
group in the case o'' the pregnant women. Con- 
: ve.-sely , the incidence in the 1 ax :-..Hg. group 
rises from 21.61 to 37.16 and in the 25) not-`.fig. 
group from 17* to 22.1. 
7:ne individual results fer the 4 weeks just 
prior term show a similar trend. They, in 
fact, indicate a significant fall in capillary 
resistat .c._ Sri ter= is reached. The percentage 
incidence in the 150 a...i?g. group is approximately 
the Ferre in all four ante -natal weeks which 
R'_: este that the changes take place before this 
period of gestation. The spread into the 250 mm. 
Hc. gr:.up is n_t. however, significant. 
Area "3" r' s1ì : show also the spreading -out 
effect in the rregnan: aothers as on:,osed to the 
controls, the inci'ence in the ..)1 :ae...:ig. group 
being 2;.64 in the f,rmcr and 46,, : :n the 
latter. The 1t. or..Hß. grout, rises from 2i. 4 
to 7% and the 250 mom.' ?g. group from 304 to 
:"*ere is, of -curse, a shift to t':e higher 
narrower in all esses because the normal values 
in Area "5" are hi--,her than those in Area "A ". 
It is noticed, ho.rvr,:', that thr:e is a greater 
terhtency fo: en es tu nprend into the higher 
:enn.:re group in Arra/ "x whereas the snread 
Arrn "A" wan :nary- towards the lower pressure 
7:4. 
a.ruup. !te1 tr.er the 150 mu..Hg. nor the 250 £mu.Hg. 
group Area "B" pc :centajee differ significantly 
from the non -pregnant ^ontrol .,roup. Th1a may be 
due to the hmn :lrr numt -err of texts perfor'red in 
this area. 
For some unex;:laiaee reason, the third pre- 
natal week in bot:. Areas "A" and "B" shows r' suits 
c:r-sely ap,.roximatln.-; those of the non -pregnant 
:c. troll. This may again be purely the effect, 
h Jvrver, of paucity of numbers. 
The effects of labour an_ the changes (if 
an y) in capillary r-sistance Burin: the puerperium 
of the r_ae . we re assessel in a similar manner. 
In Area "A" fur:.^ 2:- natal a:2.: post -natal 
test r,_au1ts rüde c 17.4 ante -natal 
rea.'.tn., s an; these ...1 results divided into the 
sale three pressure .;rosés as shown above. A 
composite Table showin; the incidence ante- natally 
('.urin. the last weeks of prrgn.3ncy), during 
: atour, and pos :- ..a:all (s: -in_. the to 13 days' 
stay in hospital) was constructed. In Area "s" 
. test r, silts Pr'r" added and the total 
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I: can be clearly seen from Table XXII °end 
Figure VI that both Areas 'A" and "A" show a definite 
natal and pot- ha+ :al shit tors the higher 
rem a-.1re groups, .; h 1. that in thr puerperal phase 
tore sir a -rent mei::y porc tests positive in the 
highest pressure group than are roun.I :;:uon.: the 
non-pregnant . ontrol 'aaos. The percentage Incidence 
ror exa ,ple, in Area ":." 2;1 mr°.Hg. pressure group, 
rises from -.4.4 n'::o- nntal.y to 36.1'ß ''u:'in.g labour, 
76. 
an' to "crin: the puerperium, a significant 
change. T!.is final percentage le significantly 
higher than the 17% or the non -pregnant controls. 
Exactly the en:. .e conclusionE are deduced from the 
Are "P!" f1Ddi n. a. 
An attempt was made tu : ee at what point the 
maxima= r e.atancc was reached any :all: analysis 
AreFi new puerperal teste waE 'Bade (Tale 
XXCI:I,. 
r 
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:'able XXIII nLowi: no eiJnificant trend 
within the puerperium itselr. The resistance 
would not appear to have t,e,run to return to normal 
:.y the 8th day of puerperium as the percentage 
lißtribution up to this age is very similar to 
t?.rit of minex! a fe a hour after labour. 
A similar Table (able XXIV) of Area "?" 
r a ll' w was conetrs ,ted to find, i= pos2 it le, 
:.Winn point at v ich the capli]ary rt-sister.ce 
begins "_o f :il. This a:;c:_ysis was again n cessary 
because of the differing response to negative 
aressure obtained on dif-ferent areas of the body 
surface (1ihinro et el, 19147). 
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:'nror tur.n te y, the numbers erre amoillt,r thcri 
:o:- ;.: "A ", Li: 1. :n airain be seen that there 
le no def :cite shift to the lower preaaure group 
ns puerpe:_um advan ̂es. As A1th Area "A ", the: - 
18 an isolated shift to the lower pressure on the 
6th day, but this is not maintained. It can be 
said then that t'.e return of capillary resistsr.,e 
normal dots not oc pur within the first week of 
t.~r puer,..erium, suppor:ln- - vie'.s of 
Jib -ar11 5 ( '-4. ' .r.` 1llacowski and ' Jenes 
.;.:_"IONS I P. :,j1,3rY 
It :.as been mentioned preuiouely that certain 
c c, :hcis na-: antenatal uct± root -natal complications, 
but t%at :Lc :-c8ul:s from test in.: these pt.titats 
were included in the analyses. 0: the 12 pas- 
:1.a whose :ourse was not _uite normal, 11 ere 
tested a4 3Ci;;) : how'_d a rise of capillary 
re. ista :,ce of IX :....xg. or more c.c. :`.e test 
period. Of the remaining Wo:hers in the 
investigation, 43 ,e: c tested and (51%) sowed 
e si:.lar rise in resistance. ;.l;::ou -.were is 
an apparent dif :'ercnce be.:ceen these two groups, 
:rye m.:ast s in ::e former are toe small to be of 
etatis:i_31 value. Inspection of the individual 
seal is shoved no other obvious di: ferer+ce between 
. e ."indin...s .n " omplicated" and :he uncom- 
ß.1i- ..td Rrzy s. 
Ir. .rde: :o :..awe ,uite certain .hat ..:e feats 
c : A' or1 :,. so:ae co: lica :ion of pregnancy 
wc re r. p.: :: in.,; a false complexion on the 
eaul :A :a:le XXV sas compiled o:r.it An-: 
. -. ;eats lone on .::ese patients. liras, 17 ante- 
:.. °s .d i:;:ra-part-.i:a tests in Area "A" 1'rom 
o:;r :1)0t':e: w:th :1i1' :..ro-eclalnpti _! toxaemia, 
ster. ne inf r . 1on 131 :r187.i :18, two with 
'; ,; tr"aioa J:;c? of e.:o . :1.: 10,1111 uterine :«. . + \ ' 
srpsie in -,Yao:-periu:a), ink! one erith a dis- 
:c:::r.:in:- dental sinus were .tiacarde+,!. Likewise, 
t!-.e post-natal teats, 3-, in all, from - furtilur 
ca ar, of local uterine inrtztlon, ; of :rustitie, 
t ee, 7n. or aural polyp, puerperal convulsion (non - 
eclat Jti:.) and phlebitis w re also :iccarded. 
.;oraparinK "able ray erith 'abler XX.II and XXIII 
I t can be seen :hat . he perce :.ta, :e spread ante - 
nntally is practically .ne su:,e in the whole group 
h ompeirtl 7,1:h _tae "corrected" group. he 
- ncrPrtsr- in resistsn- :e ":.uring labour and the 
puerperium is almost identical in the two groups. 
was, :.ere'cre, decided that as these "com- 
:plicated" ca es did not alter the results in any 
sa; , the :O1kìd be included in Ail the analyses. 
:'here .yin- are in the main in afire ..,. nt 
s1 :h :nose of Diecic -e--- et al ¡ 19._3) who found 
t :Aa: or.ly 5 of patients 1 :h r -eclamptic 
toxaemia natd an etnc.rmsl 
They also found that of :he 75 rt r :ensive 
patients only IA ha'. frankly abnoraal capillary 
re's :stay, -r, ¡ ile ano :her 221 had results which 
were -onei"_-red :is ?'order -line. 
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YITA1!IN P AND MATjSRI;hI, CAPII.i.I.RY ií;.SI5TACä 
:'he literature concerning the effects of 
Vitamin P therapy on capillar'. z-esistance has bee 
fully 't 1 s 7useed in a previous section. Minkowski 
.'e:.es ,4..e¡ are the only workers found who 
.are a Vita = :n P preparation to .rumen áu: in_ an 
uncomplicated pregnancy. They gave ::J - 1:0 mg. 
81lce :.e :: in.g the ea.ly sta.es of labour and 
in "5 out of 13 cases the capillary 
rea_ri: ...- . _&.. pointe ". Dieckmann et al 
the o ... _ _ hand ..ave 2 J =m. of Rut in 
. es . ' :,; :o ra.:e:;ts Ai:', so- -ailed 
.... -:: y" _ in .hr.' _7ourse 
-r ' ^ß:o^ .ne: "..Jund that 
a1 : .. :n ' . lee. in- reased .n.: in the 
. .:.¡ ..n...e .. cn explained how 
r wf.r _:: . . : ~.i vitamin '.urin- 
. T :f :ran:. ,n . it now 
c -pi'_iary tests with 
the vitac::in. 
.- :.c.. . 1h te ; .. t ..in P : J'ap oou1d not 
t.lere remain 
., .T+.i:'. J ' c 27 in the 
?:c: ,c:..._ .n1 
were tested in the 
.lari:,: labour und the 
°Ao -o:ttrol Ct.tcer re 
tested 
'out were inis:ied 
J ). 
1: i:.. i i: t u: . °n: n two .:roupe 
A .rr. .c2 `rl:. latr 1:. ir ...¡: the 
: L.ul or 41, . rea uñ,t un r-1 
" '~ testa ti re pG::ürz:el. 
:r_atillta are tallateC (Table XXT ) as 
H:ompar160n thus mude Ct.iEefl the .,. , ..- . 
tt.^.: ontrol :ro»a °or Area ";." and " .". 
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:at.lo ;all shown that 'Ijtamin P does not 
ri ct r to nave any effect on the capillary 
resia :u:ecc any time d :rin.r late pregnancy, labour 
r.c early puerperium. _here le, in fact, a atriv- 
:ln,. aimilairity between the to sets of results, 
the rise in ooth the vita:Lin :nd control .roues 
61. - . . 1 : i c : , :t. I L o _s for :his reason that 
in the ;reced . g sections the °I1te:dn P and 
control cases were considered us one group. It is 
poaeltle :hat the obvious increase in capillary 
rr. s1ntan_e obtained by Ltinkors;íl and Vent's (19.:3) 
on giving t -e vitamin sees, :n fact. the rise ob- 
: tained norWai la'cour and puerperium. (see 
.Love) ir.' that it w,s not `:1e to the vita:ain 
t :.erapy. 
Anot`' r method of assessing the effect of 
Vitamin P on the ap.'_lary resistance is to divide 
: *..e cases into three groups; the first group 
-oniistir.: of all -ases shoeing an apprc'cia:ole rise 
in -n- .1 : :11. resistance '.urink the period of 
ex++ ina:ion 'i.e. i . " or more); the second 
~c'. ;; consisting of all cases showing :a fall of 
..e third ,- onsistin, of Lac 
-ar :f r sing no -.'.aagc at all or a rise or fall 
In ea::, :roup, ...t Vit;a!An P 
:sa: alate ! :,e77fratcly. 
 
CASES 
J ~ .'.9 , n P 
C O:c 
. .... 1.X.11. 
CR TIC". PKESS..AaC TRE~D 
RIsE NO CHANGE 
O/ G i , 1 ho ,o o c iVo !o TOTAL 
IC -., 




P :as .. :' : :e f:='ect of in'iibit- 
^ R . ,. 
obtsined 
:,.21; ( 1 .,.',e 
P :.*.qnge in capillary 
reA:P : . -c .: in- .'.c :est ; eï iod whereas only 
. -on:rol cases s7owce.'. no change. 
:'.~.iA -hange in not atet:s:ically signíficnnt, but 
c -3'°.1? .. eP P :*:It ,';e vitamin dij not in- 
.- r, ; :-nF:n: -c In rrt-rnsnt women, but n 
r ....^ar , . - , . ' r .o . ' u normal in- 
, , r..i:f . 01!'.O .!:r. it :.'ì... ' 'I.:e9 the :' !'.ri i Bt'!(ìt'.0 in 
t c . -,-.-r_, ,flnt rsu'.:c+ -t or in a person su: 'rring 
+: It is reputed 
:etc tt,o ::.c:- :.I:tcr 
:he mean initial ic:sletr,ncf_ in the two :,tvups 
la «puruxLuttl; the name eo apparent iuilure 
to rlsc o.' the .aea in the Vitamin P group is not 
^.1e tu u hi-.her initial rralstaf,_t-. It ab5 ^Onr.iCe:- 
:%' !ust1.'1e In .he 117,ht or these results to co:n- 
.no the .7roups :'or cert':in the analytical 
exa-_.1 nat ions. 
L 
:Gi:it;3h I.; ic:.L: 'IO:; '"G l.'ATII.ii:;AL CAPILLARY 
O ',/ I'°AICI N P : u w :I,P! , 
T. :e relation between 'Iite:..in P and capillary 
rsnTtion has be n discus'er above. It is not 
unreasonable to au.gest :hlt the vita: in may be 
re_rt:el to haemorrhagic conditions, the type of 
"~aemor :-:age" in ,uestion at the moment being 
_.loot loss luring labour :r.l the ;uration of r%.d 
:oc:hia '..rin: the puerperium. 'he c _se:- were, 
~r-refore, divided as in the previous section 
into t'ose showing a rise in resistat.ce ( 100 ate. 
.1g. or more), :rose a fall 0): muslig. or more), 
a :d hose ,- : owing an increase or decrease of 
r sis:r:.Ce of 50 mr.F.R. or less. :hough changes 
-nny be of significance It .ras con - 
cn. -".an es of 00 nin.Fg. or more 
oold to ^onsid'reA eta :Wportant, thus increasing 
:..e nccurscy of the observations. he 27 Vitamin 
.user ,e: a divided into these three 
`ur.1,7 0;7-divided into these showing 
nor .q:, moderate . r excessive blood loss at labour. 
were z :ro :iv: °.ed into those with red lochia 
,f :4-re r lus .'.n ¡s :r less t'lan thrcr 
days' 
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P C TOTAL 
11 T 39 
z 1 11 
3 0 - 
5 33 
P ita.:.in P cases 
7ontrols 
i reß?c ::ire o: : re :. i., '';c .w:3 ter n31 
resistsr.cc it can be seen that n 
he R'-3" number of Vitamin P cases kid) had a 
real bloc '. lose as did controls The same 
rc :atlonship is awintained awn. the c-tses with 
-, !rrn r loss. .: :s interestin4 to note, how- 
: r:', :':at all Cases with excessive 1038 
r:on-.ct to the vita:ain group, and $ of the :n 
arulrc.: "no change" in resist!ince. Althou_ :h this 
suggv ots t!Int a mother showing no change i :; more 
99. 
lir.ely to have excessive loss of blood at lab :.ur, 
the idea is not upheld in the group showing 
moderate loss. Hese, 7 .ut of the 11 cases showed 
e rise is. resistance; and it is noted that only 
if them 'telonged to the vitamin group. 
Twenty -three eases had red loctlia or more than 
:i dais' duration, 1? controls and 16 vitamin cases. 
This a na in shows no over-till difference, but again 
it is r.ot1 ce3 that c .icy 7 out of 17 cases in the 
gr -gip snowing a rise were Vitamin P cases. The 
sense proporti :as exist, h:wcver, aanong the cases 
with red loci is for less than j. days. 
he Tete, therefore, suggests the t there is 
no mils ticra :ip tetween a rise in resistance and 
of red lochia. that 
t,e:'e is - reìat.zr between capillary state and 
the a=unt a :" t l:c od lest during labour. I t 
su,. :,rests that t`e Vitamin P cas,.s y have a tidency 
r' a}ter loss than L'e c,r. tro ls. These findings, 
r.. sere-, rire ~.at statistically sidnificktnt and asy 
be ßuß Chance aristl. -n. Thalt no direct 
rr.:n Is.'s tee: a:. an is understandable when 
:t iR r that this type of blood loss is not 
: ; , c; i ::, ry Rie rrhage alone. 
90. 
2/%.,-13 it: rD L%.:.X.)12 
It has tell clearli shown L., On ( .;1 .9) 
find Scarborough (194.) that there is LI 
pillarj response to ope:-ation, _h..- pos..- 
Live re9.12:=1:.-.:f.- ._.fefifrirubly greater than 
M.ight be consider- 





ea oa;eric... ope:...,tive inter- 
in'rese the capillary 
:s f:tc:or 
t "-eS Cis a 
? 
XXII :7.1ves the .70r ¡son 07. C.' se s 
r r.or c.1-,c.elri11y with in which 
.:- g, inclu.tin; 
f- 
.A 
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CRT,CA` ORESSARf 
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P = Vitamin 
C = controls 
P cases 
: _ ... te seen : :a: out of 32 spontaneous 
'c:iver:eA, (.7JK) a::owe.! a rise in resistance. 
t_ operative '.cliveries 12 (,-:tï;) snowed a 
. . "':e sh r-e Ios^ re1q:ionship e : . _ n .... 
e rz:s's ... - . - ses sno-Ain; "no c':ztnge" 
in reeie:..^e. 
. :. there be concluded that the 
-'-e-ta of at'e: obstetrical interfere ::-r kif 
reseti ere no". Fuf ̀1: 1eZt :o ea::ö:]ce :o iì iy great 
n Z :C::t ¡3J: :ai1 upi:r t trend of :`c'8is: tncC found 
.n t`x' s:ioa: te:i: ria= ::c. se_: spontaneously. 
. -us .:n:icv:y. t the inclusion 
.ter1. ;el :ver ies will invalidate the 
..n. Is tnterestin- to noto that 
the only 
.:noearvaa Section (1elivery in the 
series showed 
. i terelly no in: rcaee in 
rt'eiat:i , t:.rou4bout . 
he 
1 
taet period; ti cine in rrnich 1L ..oul.: De reuhor,- 
;3::iC to expect the realaLanc' to rltie 
C.t:.c: ract;,ra than :gode o: delivery o: 
roe tua and placenta :a.ist ':.e concerned in .:.e 7or- 
. 1 r.ac n:.lc : ..ccl.ra luring parturition. 
i:..:_ _a . .:.,:J _ ;.. I_ : L . üit 
A:. ;It t,: was n(:7.: :u cu:'relate the 
'.bn.:CC in . lSis. _ . 'r- ... ...0 ,ar-.ion 1 .OU.^ 
or arises }rr%, !.JC-i. prolon:e - 8 trf3?sli 
1,c ..Dur rros. :,, it proportional i.. . _ .Et 
? 
- %' ---- XXX. 
CR -_f. _ PRE.SSLA R f TRE +D 
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4 9, 1 1 1 io 
X 
3 t 3 
r.. 2 7 
1 - - 
P - 7 i tamún P; ases 
controls 
. a27r0Tineite tvc: ,_. 'u:zf:o:I o' labour 
. . :vs 1, in :he -o :ion or 11 hour. . so 
. l'ar.or *: . '.Yv .'o' Into _ :(2nc' whose lahouI' 
Yt'tis 
or mor-- ,o-s;n :on.; tinO. those lasting less 
than 
t } hvura C:ab10 XXX), :ho numbers in each 
: roup 
;r0 res7e, ivel::. It ,-!In be seen nt 
. cinr 
:1 glance .h..t t .kin.. -hr vitamin and 
tie `Ontrol 
_'lee:a t: ont _roup, .nere is ne ub. ioua tenden :y 
:'u: t c:'e with ion: lb iours to have r,irher 
critl,..=1 r ::.i:.'a :-;,llo,in. labour. 
Zr:'ee:_e7tive of tce :ór,ternl rr_'eist:, .ce 
trend. it in ten t:at 15/:_9 (52ñ) o" the ko:nen 
Aitr. .on.: labours ..a" 'lita min P. In t:-:r short 
laLour s ,, 12'"t5 (:4e7) h :r'. ..e vitamin. This 
snows t'..-- - .0 vitamin cls-_s were e .'e.n.Clj dis- 
: tr:buted t-- two .-roups. :'he 
u° t`"r, -:ita_in -_a±= not, therefore, influenced 
ir. 's:'- r: e:lratiori of labour. It hqs been 
a'.oNn in a previous sez :lon t?:::t V _ tax.i : P 
;, c :ra to nave "i :.'.1 _ ted" the rise in cpillar; 
rtb_t .. :e see.. i:1 :.. cl :ases d it can 
.. w t' f .1; : t .n:e e:.__ is not ..3Jsed 
. Frea'.er ...:+..~er of Vain P 
B~.vr . :bo.árs. 
A f:rtncr analysis of all :ases with a 
..ours o. :74o: w%.. made in 
r4r P" a''.0 ...0 ' .. . C ?ses :lone :101-0: 
-. :.':'... . 
s-o rf 
There 
1h t.. - (547.;) showed r 
: ^.'P 1: . i1) :h rise in 
rrciP., 'r'. '.*,ese .":1 be .7or:pnre.t with 1a/25 
; r1nl. 1: ('- 2";) rPSpe.':ive.y In the short 
..rasp. "ere, ++Ithou;h there is an 
,;-enl, ,: , to t:. - o' numbers it 
n ..L . nl_..1`: ' :here .rauld i.petir to be a : i. 
.f. in -1 :f.. ( -!1(111 .ith Iunr; labours 
in 
;1; ,'tt :1ge" iÿrou7 +:1' no, tia NUS expected, 




Althou:h every atteapt is :ride to calculate 
ac _u.rately, there. is always the chance 
... t t.eï estimate may 'üe s week or two inaccur- 
i . et te..'_. .he or .h o. 
:.'-is IL: to exa_ine very 
_sr.e nu:bere, and this w not possi le in the 
se .t serres. with this point in the 
w .'e '.ivile . into Pre:..fiture we.:Ks or 
e!}H,, l:.a. +YEClB), 
ae *: -L r+ ,. =t is r!.aliaed that soak- of the 
FC c_as t :c` Pre'z_1-1_e xi__, in fact, 
._. , -..art were so fe , cases below 
weeks' gestation _ a separate group would 
-Ave been o: no value. ,here was only one case 
delivered at 3` we is ::'. one weeks, the 
rerAinder : ..:e p .a :.. ;rwp ^e in; at 38 
I. the post- :aturt group there 
were do - sen I ivere at =:.: weeks' Restation 
,* .' ...e re rw:-a..: it .1 seeks. 
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I N?AH ̂ it.N D MATERNAI, ; AP I LLAB Y 
It only remains now to see ':ether cr not 
there is any correlation between the infant and 
the maternal capillary resistance. First, the 
mothe:-'s capillary resistance in ter-*s of mm4Hg. 
can be comparet Kith that of the 'afant. Experience 
".urine this research has shown that the infant's 
initial capillary resistance when tested within 
2: hours of birth an only be considered high if 
the test is positive a t 17'. m .9g. or more. After 
hours, it can be considered high if positive 
at 2)0 ms.Eg. or more. he mothers' tests obtaine '. 
early in labour, were divi :e'. into the us ial three 
;rou; n, 15- m 4Hg. or less, 2 :7 xr.:.g , : ;nd 250 mrl. 
Hg4 or more. The finlinge in 49 mothers and their 
Infants wer' tua tabulated ('ab.e 
.:. LI: XXXII. 
MA-YEA NAL CRITIC AL PRESSLIRE 
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.t mn r..een ::.m 4àove Table that of 
t tne eternal critical 
r:,G 7,0-4.,z. only Z infants had initial 
rr a. .rte* that :rte, :.e :onsidered hi;h (i.e. 
:i . ... :::e 18 cases where the :pothers' 
r. 
sa) : .,::. ca be considered 
'34). Fins ' , in the hi-:hest 
groasT', :50 73m.Yg. an: :spore only 2/11 or 13.2% are 
to ,,r '.i h. Althou :h it would appear in 
t':c lowrr two ;,:rs^ure groups that thy in^ants' 
critical ers' ir rises as the moths' ;'8' pressure 
77 
rises, t'.e third column does not uphold this finding. 
Owin4 to the lack of numbers the lifrerence between 
the 10% in the 150 mr..: °g. group and the 337: in the 
200 mmeHg. group is not statistically significant. 
The second method of ast:essin: the correlatio 
:s to coure those mothers showing, a definite rise 
or fall in resistance (1 7) mm.Hg. or more) and those 
showing, a change of 50 meoHg. or less during the 
test period with the infants showinw a rise, fall 
or nz change In raist ^ce. 
It s:-.au:! It resembere i thFit althou:-h O 
c!-.ange in crltial rr ss.ire is not considered of 
:Wport :tnce Sn .:.e mother it is consÿ erect so in 
-.e inf -:n;. "No change" in the infant tests means 
litera:_; no change in critical pressure over the 
tent ; erlc.d. :"he results from 53 mothers !in:t 
n*les tabulated. :`able JDOCIII) 
c:-<- 
tiltut.:R 
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The Table above shows that the percentage 
:,f infants sowing a rise is approximately the 
.,.: -,r r.. getter how the maternal capillaries Fire 
rea :::n_ tU .t.e effe,.:ts of labour and the puer - 
:per :um. ;,: _first glance these percentages 
*pull appeqr to indicate a trend. 80.2% of 
infants showed s rise in r' 5i Stance K. en the 
mothers' resistance rose. ?or the "fa =_" :nd 
"r.) change" groups the percentages were '5.215 
and . -% resrective_ . :here differences 
not, however, prove ce statistically 
:cent. This confirms the su::estion o t:fined 
from the above analysis that there is no absolute 
resat ionship between t e infant an the ._sternal 
cr :-i: :fer. resistan -c as teste.'_ ty these methods. 
It In note; hcwevtr that in most cases the 
rrs titance or mothers an infants rises from the 
ttsr of birth ti11 sore time about or after the 
Pth , ,` :te uses;er.. 
3307íUfi IV. 
LI9::S5IUñ. 
I t has been clearly shown in the above review 
the literature on the subjec: of capillary 
resistanTe tests that even tr..e minor differences 
i:: techni _.:e ronsi :era'cl; alter the results. 
°.e site teateA., time of expos -e, csaönification 
t: . _ _._r.Q ::o : of the area vary from one worker 
+tno:^er. It is unfortunatel,. impossit'.e, 
-ompare the present results, in terms 
_ ..c vr= _ :ts :f _:..F.g. Tress :re, with pre- 
's eve- known exactly what ph siolo- 
. 
. . -.1:r. rroîF: of t e capillary is 
-M R ..:'e1 . is test. F:t that the r suits 
- -c,.a .r trn un!.. r standard .on,'i:ions is con- 
:firmed. t s :usti:isbie to express the 
"a . ren. th° of - -Mary in terns of r:, ...Hg. 
no mn :ter t" -hni.;ue is employed, therefore, 
pro ̂c'. :re is standardised throuRhout 
al: tt:r tests in any sin --:e sr:ies, trends in 
rra I Mann -e ol-served ' y one w. r er may be -omp`lred 
with those obtained by another. The fore:oin- 
rep,ort 1r fin.'.icva shows that in aornr respe* ta 
the: .;rr at varia::. . with those previously re- 
:ported; that norJr on''irm ?r-vious work and that 
taie rent cadet resin in doubt until further re- 
: nearc:: has teen done. 
The explanation or the capillary r,_sirìt =:r. ^h 
trends in mother:: and infante is difficult owing 
tu the multiplicity of factors that might influ- 
:er.ce the r eaistar.' e over the period of : ime 
during which the teats were performed. These 
factors indu te effects of circulating 
maternal sex hormones; the stress of labour and 
te possible adrenal response to this stress; 
:e factor responsible for the "plethora visceralis" 
that la said to occur in the newborn at the ex- 
:pense of 1 - s peripheral circulation (Smith, 
' F`1 ); t:.F su' `er. release Lf the hitherto constant 
surface prey . rt e li ;uor aaznii on the infants' 
a*in anct, theref cr-, on ::'e cutaneous capillaries; 
an, procabl , °urt..er yet undiscovered facts 
ronce: Dia ;. the vascular system of the newborn 
infant. 
The first rather strikin. factor observed is 
that both the maternal an.! the infants' capillary 
resistance rose, in the majority or ;ses, from a 
de ni telä loi value, from :he time of birth 
onwards. This au_ eats that there is a factor 
in`iuencink both mother +tk'. baby prior to labour 
and possibly r-erslatin=. :nto : e puerperium; a 
factor at the outset -omc ::on ' -o maternal and foetal 
rculs tiotw. 
...,,e; 
:''I:'..:'_. !N.'_ AL ::'I. 
The first coua:ion factor that su..wests itself 
i ri t!i levC l or cire Matin 
- 
OK.STr!O',r.:a3. 
In the mother, there :8 a hi :h concent..stiun 
or oes troi:er u present at term (Kerr, 1944, 
'Jenr-lnr :, 19..$) en" tris falls away fairly rapi'`.l . 
The exact time at which this fall occurs is not known, 
tut V ern! n (19..8) showed ::.e excretion of 
oestrogen -roducts t continue ri,ht up till 
the onset of laoour and thus cast doubt on the 
^r-vious 5U .-es t ion that the `'all occurred 
;prior to its commencement. At the time when 
tne concentration is at its height, the 
capillary resistance is loner than normal and as 
the concentration falls during labour and the 
puer -eriva tne resistance rises. The rise observed 
1s to levels far above normal and here the close 
*,verse relationship is lost an a sear h for 
a ! I tIonal Influences mus: be made. An interest- 
in. re :eiant fact, however, is that animal 
ex;-.erirsor.t has shown the solministration of 
cestro ens to loafer the :eaistan.cr in do :s (Skelton 
et al, ) anl it has been su -este t that pro - 
eaterone has the oa-osite effect (Loraine, 192). 
74..ron.1y , W+u::,oy ( 19'0), usin the Vennin: method, 
sown th' t pr' nantiol exc : "tton falls 'urines 
the 9 'ay, rrecc' in,; la. ou: Twenty -four hours 
starts t? :ere sa a rise fin(1, ;+rturi :ion -  1 
Another fn i is !rte.-Le!, -onsilcrceble 
1i... 
:nn _1:lrt: Gr :re «'nan':lol ire- excrete''. throu. :.out 
latiour. 'íheth'r tnia accurately mirrors protester- 
:once CxCrrtlon is not fully established, but in the 
1i :tit or :.if: tar cr.anres in capillary :'_sistance 
:vident Turin labour are not as likely to be 
relate: to pro.:esterone ab _'e;; are to oestrogens. 
However, 7: balance: e_ fe :. may in fact occur. 
If capillary resistance c:.r-tn. es are related 
13 sex hur rz ne levels in the bloo' , one tai -ht 
expect chances `.urin- the menstrual cycle. These 
..ave, in fact, been observed and Brewer (1930 
:-epor :e : a transient lowerin.- of resistance at 
m1.1-cycle an' 'leaning ('y.à). usin. a bioassay 
met:.o'., "own: a brief rise in oestrocen excretion 
nt n- -roximatcl_. .:-.e sa.:le time. rower f:lso 
`c-un'. a f% II in resis tan , 7rior menstrual flow 
'::,ut t.ir, ac 7orlin_ to Vennin - (1 9._:: ` is about the 
far*.en n fa.l ;n oostro.7ens was observed. 
exH -: :;:1n cf "rewer' s tests is not known 
n'. I: =nay 0' :he= Ac'r - .:Ilfú 
: «s.rotens were at their hei ht about 
'.ßf ... *.e 
.771e an'. not iu in the 
r... C.n 1S: `! !nys elan the f N.l l cC :urs. Loraine 
' ' '. RU .eats :.w^. JPstro,je:l fall o'_ 'llrs 
Irf ; f :r, 
. :le :senses flow _an,'. i'' this 
li,.-ewer's n :in= s would ''i: this 
:-4.=rr q:111. 
A--;ra.r ot3t....a:So;, or iny-.o-day flut-tugtion 
Lwatrv-;r:: rx-:-C= .:n 'uria thc menstrual cycle 




have : ern mainly biul %gicnl awl are inaccurate. 
lost worker r agree h,,wev'-r that a peak of total 
oestrogen excretion oc .urs about mid-cycle (12 - 
1' days) and that there is r: similar, thou_h smrillur, 
rise at about 21 - 24 days. Observations on the 
oestrogen excretion at the onset of menstraation 
are few and probably unreliable (Loraine, 1952). 
The inverse relationship is seer. again, however, 
when the menses begin to flow - e rise in oestrogens 
coinciding with ß fall in resistance. It must be 
remembered that this correlation is not an accurate 
one :s two entirely different exceriaents are ccm,- 
:pare , but the fin ;iags none- the -less :lve f;-o1 
for thought. 
:":ere is angle eviie -.cc to ss . est that the 
ne'born leant experiences the effect c`_' change in 
ron-entraticn of sex hormone. 3ngor:e :xcnt of the 
rcne.e, vf3.in i 1-:ee'.ing And changes in the os 
uteri, v a- 1 : -. :: m ccsa and prostate are said to be 
,. ;1-, wit' 'rawa: of oestrogens (Mitchell- 
pen, 19, ), o f f e -. s of this withdrawal of 
hormone, abtsitisd via the placenta. rare., be eviìent 
r ne re.rnl 'nps after birth and it has l'et'n shown 
et a:aif that the capillary resistance rises 
-at this period of fall in oestrogen 
on- entratt n. Mere een:ra to be, there ore, a 
corrr :a" ion 1.oti r(' -,n cry 
legation of oestrogen 
an' th" cnpi :lrsry resistance. If this 
AtTr,' so, 
1 t nreul.l hn,e to be ^oncluded that 
in the pregnnnt 
woman :an,1 he:- infant 
an incr nee in circulating 
,estrogen causer! a fall in reais: ;sr.re-. In the 
11: ht o' this it is a little surpri::in=: that a 
closer correlation between the mothers' and 
infants' rr- sistance mas no: demonstrated. Fowever, 
It has been shown that the response to administer- 
:ad oestrogens in different individuals ma vary 
(sw.er, 19x0) and this mai also te the case ,nit:: 
the nat.:rally oc-:urrin; hormone. 
The ih,le subject of oestrogen estimation 
is at prtsent in a state of flux. New and more 
acurate chemical assay is casein doubt on many 
of the previos__, accepted findings obtained by 
1 cal ze t..;,,s. it is, th.ereforc , not 
a' sable, .o be dogmatic about the 
exact timin o' these changes in oestrogen con - 
: ^entra t: on. it i:- likewise impossible to 
implicate arty one of the three known human 
oestrogens - oestrone, oestriol an oestradiol 
cr any w*:eth is the "combined" or "free" 
.est. -wee t?-a: is the n:I :ive principle. Cestriol 
-.oat :lively ste:-old responsible Is nine- 
tenths r tin oestro -ens '.uring . pregnancy r;re of 
this t- ;e. It is thought that there is n fall in 
" c : ine" nni a rise in "free" oestrogen at 
term w!:1 h would su_.; - t':at it .,:s!. an excess of 
the former type that -su:se' t`:r :':sil ln capillary 
rr ;: . . : o.sbt ha,, recently been cast, hovr- 
.t'Yr: , J41 .7P:T: in !?r* nXirite:. 'c' or rrcr oostroEen 
in viró (ns y ton qn1 1Lar:ian. 
Another obucrva tion or note 
is that or Bean 
r . nl (19..9) wi.c, observe, va:; filar spidere and 
;,a1 : :.nr erythema "rom 2nd Lo 5tß, month of 
pr gnanry onwards. This .ould au_:est an 
.Atw.rwal cß:;.1: :cary function during this pN :iod 
*:.cT _:.e . ,:sistance tends :o fall and the aut .ors 
at :ri :Jute the ahanes they observed to exposure 
to hi.'h concentrations of oestrogens ove: .. 
a:ai'e _c :en , :h of time. Hertz e: L.1 (1y..9) 
adsinistere ̀
. ver_ _ar :e _ees of :;estroçens to both 
mates and females intravenous injection and 
observed no vas^ular }nor^ lities whatever. This 
mould. sui:.-est t.-.at it lariat only the high concen- 
:tra ion that is important but t at it must be 
;resent for e considerable time before the capillary 
agnates arc manifest. 
:..r: t .'.ere is Tide range of "normal" rtBistance 
nt ' :c:.;c, , :. ) has been confirmed by the 
Er nt .. + : ion It is just possible that 
_:e In 'i"e :'in: levels of cirnulat- 
.. , . r..r - r,e. Thi moi_ * :a:s , explain :he dif''er- 
;erg : s ot :aine'. n the sanie individual from 
; I an to ::g , in wind that the ;ale, as 
a :* remsle, is now ;onsidered to ex rote 
,eat:-;ens in the urine (Din'eme%r.se et al, 19s8). 
:phis .ois not a,.ount, however, for the tests 
performed on the one individual varying on the two 
army. It is not unreasonable to su: zest that this 
n due to additional 1.11 .iir°'erences in vas, ular 
.ne, rain texture and possibl., temperature. 
It 
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observed u slow decrease :n r- sistance with 
advancin-, age - and that this is accompanied by 
a withdrawal or hormone and not a rise as '.ould be 
ex; >ecte! if oestrogens were the only influencing 
factor. !for does this explanation account for 
the seasonal changes observed by =lay workers 
investigating adults and children, but this subject 
wí1 ''e discussed in greater length below. It is 
lean certain that there is a seasonal trend in the 
neonatal infant. 
Although the sex hormone t eory does not 
:ulfil a:: the requirements and although some other 
factor, or factors, :1st also play a part in these 
variations, it is still possible that the menstrual, 
re, ro"_ai.tive and neonatal trends could be .:used 
varying concentrations of bloo. oestrogens 
?... j. it is only at these times that su ìden 
draznti^ c'-.an es of .- oncentration and resistance 
ether in the Norma_ healthy su':l ject. 
.'-K .`i:. f:.A'rD 
nett fn .. : . on to both mother and 
in.`z.^.t 14 3:r'.1.33. In the former, this is lue to 
the n - t iYe nn'. rc : 7;e,i o `'re -t of labour, ;n in 
t,-.r :, . .or, ., ,, t: t:1=r1 An'. anoxia of transit 
., ._.. . .,y. +,ir. ä r .1nnn4en. :hose f;tcto::; in 
thrraso1Yrfl nro not lik'1; to nitvr capillary 
`linition ot'.o: than possibly affecting local 
trauma 
1 9. 
but the body responses which three stimuli evoke 
.nay well do. The r spouse '-he ADRENAL GLAND 
is one ark.1c°. .!l;; have some bearing on this subject. 
_. 1e well-known t%at when an individual, e.g. 
a roman in labour, is under ;oing great muscular 
effort adrenaline from the Adrenal Medulla is 
secreted in large =uantities. This has a peripheral 
raso- constricting action and Robson and Duthie (1950) 
have shown that the resistance increases appreciably 
folo%1f: the subcutaneous inje 7tion of adrenaline 
a rx. they quoted several workers who obtaine _' similar 
rrs,:lts. It is a little surpr :sing to learn that 
at . :-.e 1.1:r when generalised peripheral vaso- 
constriction ozr:ire and the level of Epinephrine in 
t -e blood is high, i.e. nor to menstruation, there 
is n fall In r s :stance nnl th' t this fall is drama- 
:t17 w °.en the spasm is release'. a ' t the menses be: in 
to f: 7v (Ar, Ter, 1938). This la- :er phenomenon 
-or -ea amts Tonal. to the tnìl 17 :" sis:nnce noted 
n.nte7rttnlly when peripheral vaso- dilatation has been 
otnv ryd. *F4k2r' , 1949). Once gore, the situation is 
reverser °e r, :',urine. the puerperium, there is a 
',r`Inite rise in rraietnne which is not aorpanied 
Tnao- (7onstriction. In fn:-t, t!,o ante- natal vaso- 
ilatntion la maintnine.1 well into t ::e puerperium 
( lurt, 19..9). 
:t hap born au... gate 1 thnt a srrtl 1 blood loss 
'..trine: monsitr-.:ation In related to :t sn 
tll full in 
rrninta :ce (3reimr, 1938). In 
the light of the 
a'. ore, thin might be put ::own 
to there bein.: le::s 
vano-dilatation - in dr_ree and/or -.uratiun. :t is 
not unreasonable tu expect the ss:r7e circumstances 
. c occur {2urinr. labour, but in fact during these 
ir.vrLt_ -atlons no relationship bet,aeer bluod loss 
an : e3sistar.ce could be demonstrated. It is 
intereatln, to remember, however, t:.;:.2 an 
tlee'.in- tendency is often related clinfr. _l; to 
low capillary resistance. 
I.^. the infant _`urin- :'re first 2. :ours of 
_ife t::e vasomotor mechanism i: extremely la:.ile, 
the infant u nder.oing marke' _n_5.io_ogical changes 
*.:r. mi :ht ..ave an effect on the periphe.-al cir- 
. .1 a t :o . No correlation could be found durin' 
. is reriod 'retween .ne resistance and the presence 
:,f er,t:-.een or cyanosis. The adrenal medulla of 
a7rears to rrovi;e little adrenaline 
-,!-..-Tare' with. the a.'.u1t gland, b..t it is su ested 
that par :a . 'h. .?maff ln tissue may supply an 
ex-en- to :.`fse. '.'.: '.^f: :en., (Srr.it!:, 19q1). 
'a;:e.' of Sa3:rrrf .O: sll::9tìn.`Cs 
; re.'na7cy and ar'. their cffecu on the 
vas-..tar ,yatem Is nut yet fully 
ley r.ti,:Ate: k;;t it sou:' .e unwise to form any 
as . :heir e:'fe-tß an capillary resistance 
:.-rr in.`orrYation '.-eco:aes available. It can, 
,14r-rr. ;.^ raid ... -t al :'s: ,a one's knowlel,.;e 
g .rn : . i.r,n.i; '.rtrn caFillar. rcsist ,tce . 
fun-:13n '.ra. ret been established in 
. , . 
. ))'r r or i n ¡: a n t . 
The adrenal cortex :lust also be considered 
as it Las been recentl., .. gated that the adreno- 
corticotrophic hormone (A. i) of the anterior 
pituitary gland has an effect on capillary resist- 
ROLson and Duthie (1950) found a marred 
increase in resistance waxen iving ACTH to patients 
with r't.el:uatoiA arthritis and idiopathic thrc co- 
:c topenic p.rpura. Only one c _her similar report 
oul Le fa nd, t: ̂at of 3ethnall et al (1941) who 
round a reversal of the Rumple -Leede test pollowin 
AL:..:fij therapy in cases of "hypersplenic syndrome ". 
It is :nterestin- :o find that Cortisone prevented 
a- ir.'. 'sae in capillary permeability in _ier..i 
_ . . .fors (6e_ye, 19-.9) and it may, there . re, 
-.ave an resistance 
ü .e . 19..1. No :t er ;t1 fished work could be 
cr ,1nd conce-nla= the relationship between ACTE 
( n.'. 7ortinon() in-`4 the capillary resistance, but 
o':,:yine Loraine (19;2) while 
7nitel dtates ins that more recent un- 
lshe ; work has not in every instance confirmed 
the ri r. ! in -A ac: ibe 1 above. It is suite possible, 
wevr :-, t!-,at the maternal r+nd infant adrenal 
era; onne to atres tarin.7 labour is relate -1 to 
'aï 1 : ' .: ^.,Aisttn,r. 
A:;hou.- is í11o1; 'believei that almost 
n:1 .hc n,-.1.:as of ,1T::1: ire p' ::"ormed 
by t' e 
lib ration or either Cortisone (Compound 
E) or 
more probably . :o: pund 
? 
= In not ;mown whether 
tt : n.-t on the cr;pil ftry lire...!tly or antu_,onise 
the other facture (toxinea, antigens) which do so. 
/Unlit evi epee is there in the mother of 
alrenocortical activity anti how do the capillaries 
:Jehave in relation to this activity ? 'Iennin,:_ 
(194?) using a bioassay method has discovered two 
7,raks r corticoid ex 7retion during prc..nancy, one 
:n t ?., Firm r. d one in the third trimester. 
-_o'c Lea !,9.9) lain - a mo:e accurate .:codified 
Loewenstein chemical assay confirms the finding 
that the quantity ex-- :ed in the third trimester 
is much greater than ir, t :e first, and states that 
t .e maternal adrenal cortex is hypertrophied in 
:ate pr! ;nanc ;. 0antcn et al (1951) state that 
hy;.er.rc; by oc -ors in the pit -itary and adrenal 
,:lands in "some" pregnancies. :':ere is, however, 
rat:: of corticoid output in the 10 weeks prior 
:aQ-Jr (en7..in=, 19 -.=) an: some time '.urin- this 
; r:-id a s :l :'t a:: ei.nificAnt drop in capillary 
or-urs. 
A- '.: :icna: evi den 7c of corticoi:. a :i itr 
pr'- r.nn:-y :s faun! in ':'.e -.:i heral blood 
Sri ;r, a: , c1 .8) shove! thgt ACTS pro- 
, :r. ,)scn-e o' a normal adrenal gland, 
t 
.; and eosic:openía. This is 
;sr.r°:nt ha c in pregnancy and to a 
= teeter ex: '.. :' :.,,.... %Rat!. e. al, 
1a5c). 
aria. :nto::r, aria an tt ' alit ( 19..9) found 
the 
canin u:;: .r.,;nh to zero on occasions, 
:gut they 
not n ,.roc *:':: Rath et al (19r)0) 
as to when 
..-r:.: r 1 .roe nrc- .r- ined, the for:Der 
saying i 
"., n, :1411 .!x latter to 
weeks. 
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It hue Lcr-n mentioned that the capillary 
resistance W,s n,` o r .11 bef urn.: term ri :.cn 
corticoid -:xcretlan wn:. f: :111ng uni when there is 
strong. evade hcc to eu ..est adrenal corti ul 
activity during labour there is a marked rise in 
resistance. The rise -_ontinuee well into the 
puerperium which coincides with the findings of 
:path et al (1950) who consider the cortical effects 
to be evident for 2 to weeks. 
It Is difficult to know t where operation 
and its erfe t on resistance fits into the picture. 
7is5ue d treze, blood loss, and a "stress" effect 
are on to 'tot:. labour and opera :lion. That a 
r.ee in resistance does o "ur 17 both is be:;cnd 
.out ; : obson, 199), but a W ain one may have to 
. k to the adrenal gland _'o_' ..e e :hanism. It 
Is interestin= to `'in`. that du'in. elective 
Cef3sarean Section 1/4,resuz..ab:i pr or to labour) 
81 7:.:: ar ? :renal re g. ¡Onse8 to those round in normal 
observei (Davis and :u11í, 1949). 
The -lose relationship described above is not 
A: to e thew upheld when the facts conccrein the 
. r r a t r A: - r .e are examined. Prewe r (1958) noted 
. ,rosssIbir =1A-cycle fall in resistance and Davis 
:.n :i t (19...?) found a si 1 :.ht eosinooenia at 
vs,;l+it ion. 7h.8 s'a z. -eats that there was :i fall 
in : rn:atz7 . -e at the :Imo when 'i'.rcn`il activity 
aan in-rrn.re'. The same re :a:om h :p was observed 
tat ; for to monatr-aa: flow. 
The a.irenal .::and in the ne 
g.:1 infant is 
11:i 
.roportionately very Basch larger than at any cté er 
tiler: of life and this enlargement is almost entirely 
'.o with the inner cortical zone (yenning, 1950, 
Wi' el -';e1a9n, 1940. This zona fasciculata, 
:"ro which ompunda ? and F art probably liberated, 
utile: 
_ 
..e3 involution 17rediattly after birth by a 
A:.i n is ..;lete about the second week 
r _r life i Iiitc.'iC- :l- Ne:sGn, 19-1. I}eSr 1te this 
-`ra:x:_c lcsE cf tissue, there is a pro - 
.: asi-re :n_.:f:ae in activity of the gl,An.d 
ir:n tc a .:n::now: age (Vennin:, 19 C). II 
:. s_n;.e ly Kein ;=1) that the infant 
excre.ca ..1 ..e. ÿ,u.ntiti s of neutral reducin47 
:f :cr one week cf a_e that òefore. 
_o...nts as a .aide, Vennin: 
puss' a lre :._ ._and Na . orc responsive 
.h : ov,r one week oll. and found 
o rise ci: the end of 
era . ...en f i :: :o normal levels at - to 
s n 1 -, (; . . -s. ^r::e.'. th -t the hi-. maternal 
.rve.. : .''.i .ne f.,et.,l ít:i.ir. ''.and 
e effe . .. this ¡`.:77: wear 
7.1 :~ rise in eosinoahil count 
the `... . 7..c .7f ant pi :;:iter, then 
1n' , 1:s own .nl -ra'..l .. takes over, the 
3 :I rr. li : ;13r. . ?. (11:3 
71. 
to t:, lays to respond 
'I inr ir. A--sc an! :t:. z la r,.flected in 
.`q.: :ri coa1op?:i1',. :aller (19',1) stat- 
hr ;11..'.litaIy take. 
'l:`out 10 
. :' a. .ive a:. ..Oi,orl-' 70 ;adrenalinc 
11';. 
test, All this makes up an ut tractice theory 
.lch w. 11 , of _oirae, re .iuire further c onfirma- 
: '.ion. Clement Smith (1 951) for example, ,_cotes 
wife range of normal eosinophil count in the 
em' orn, an' there will e no aìsol.:te proof that 
variations i, the eoainophil count are an inv.ica- 
: ::.n Jr A.' activity till the latter can be 
eßt =rm:ed in blood. 
ne point is a little difficult to accept. 
_.e infant :adrenal has teen timulated 
maternal A. su_ffi_ien: to produce a low eosinophil 
' 7.;nt at tilt, it. :toes It tare over a week before 
:: r aponds to any gret extent to injected ACTH f 
le .:r,'.ers:an-'.a. _e that : e pituitar;- --land may 
take acme Ka_ i to tecome a_live, b.t the eosino- 
. -er._a rü_! su :eFt ..'.renal activity. These bloo 
-m;at e '.;e either to a.'.equate inf :nt 
a "re^a_ function or, more likely, to the effects 
alre al -or::: oils actin :. on the foetal 
0.71.:7-;':e:1- system. The ^eon' su ..estion i8 
. ta;- g ; ;±or:e ! ze it Is left:ne-'. that the 
; n 1. o :n:h. oll e ore the atypical :,. . . 
rca,on9e to A_'Tu seen in th early 
r7, -10n similar to :h - t o"' the oller 
...'. 'a"). 
74-.n: :lati', 1,; stimulate! y ACTH and le 
,.:na' ;A to rrn¡,.:.' .n nuRz.ested the presence of 
;. ;,y ' y t?(.+rr1ADi t or ...'L' inner cortical :.one. 
- 
t:roi,! gland una le ., e _c:_:a.. , _ . .. . hy roil
c rrran,! o nn,!, therey, inhibit 
the secretion 
of th rutru;.hlc hormone of t!. ;.ltuitary, the 
fueta_ a :renals may !,e incapable u_ aponae to 
relatively ht .:.h mncen %:.at1onE of maternal ACTH. 
It been thorn ^u: in this in esti -ation 
that the capillary resiatqnce of t:,e neabor -n 
infant riaea steadily from birth to an unknown 
age. The relationship etween the resistance 
ani the corticoid excretion is shown in Fig. VII. 
If the adrenal corticoids 'o innrcase the resist - 
:ance, as has been su.: ested, this trend suj ports 
the idea but for one important factor. During the 
first 2-. ho..:rs wten .:;e effects úf maternal 
hormone are wear:.^._ off, a fall in resistance 
Ghoul! be observed. That i s WAS not seen 3331 -ht 
.e ;lai :e : by the :1mi.n.- anl lark or sensitivity 
of the teat. or that the resistance is a reflection 
of a deli-ate balance between the effects of 
co. ._7;;i,:s an.! oestrogens on the capillary; the 
cn7cr.t :ation or oestrogens rears, than counter- 
--tin; the lest iramntic effects of maternal 
i:..`c:mntion re _;r :in the factors 
- capillary resistance the newborn 
taine3 by perusal of the f in.1irws in 
i ^f_mntg. 1l.nye: (19i0), Ylppö (1924) 
:.:s`. Winko*Rki :%n1 Vones (19.8) all agree that the 
-t :re :ho inr tat is at birth t -e lower 
1.1 : *.e' ; ct capillary resistance. 
Lindquist (19 i7ß 
:ì' 'te`nfold (1431) 1u not entirely agree, 
but the 
117. 
r:' Sn :his lnvestlration, without doubt, 
su;.pur t 1e WI gestion. Schwalm (1934) and 
3u .na (19?..) !'cunt. that the pr-mature capillary 
to_k nomr weeks to develop full, ,in' Eckstein 
(1.:43') ahowe t that .t exaan'iel and cont acted 
t :Jnormfi_ 1., when expose! to temperature changes. 
:t aeon notl_!e' _.:pint this w)rk also that the 
tendency and oedema . i .-reater in 
the pr.- mt.:re th -In in the mature infant. It is 
not ,nr-asonable to suggest that the ca i=.ary 
r-n t Sn_ _ In -r ases as t..e capillary develops, 
.. . Is poet ii -e that a different level of the 
vascular tree is being measured in the rematu re 
infant. 3a-.-.% , '93..) is of the opinion that the 
.fine: capilla: loops 'o not develop fo: s.cre 
time and that it is the rroader arches that are 
e. nK teste :. 
?rpm th,. Taint of villa of circulating 
.estrogens i. :ßn be assume' that the concentra- 
::ion in mother and Want is lower at the time 
-f :'% .. -r la 'c ;r than it is at :lull term. In 
t`c lizht t`:^ al-ove iiac.uss ion one m1. h t hen 
rx; a -t the 7r met: intent to have n h1qher 
fair+tf -c than the mnt..rr, wh-reas the opposite 
'et :n fa<'t, the 'nne. This lends wei ht to the 
p-4 -potion that t'-' ': "-eren,r in prcmnturity is 
:Darr lo n t r.ic to rnl than hormonal factors. It 
w rt`: mentioning :lt this point that 
the pre- 
: 4a :::-c Infant of unspecifio,1 
age responds very 
ream to AL-1: therapy (Levine et al, 19.1), 
118. 
Lut ;' :rit ivinr adrenaline produces a poor eosino- 
:pt.il response till about '.he 10th day (Jailer, 
It shoull be mentions:.!, however, that the 
adrenaline test is fillip. into disfavour as an 
eecesat;rrrent of adrenal function. The clinical res- 
once Cortisone .o rreaature infants and 
ubs,.rvia. their activity nd a;);)etite war. 
:ees than :hat roduced by ACTS (Levine et al, 
'9`1) }icy: mi -ht indicate a poor tissue response to 
Cortisone (Comp:.und E) in the absence of the other 
t `renal corticcids. 
Aweuain:, for this moment, that the foregoing 
r.yotbes_a the effects of Cortisone on 
crt- i s r r' sis d'. __ is orrec , and that the in- 
ee ` Sire ̂ a, corticoid secretion increases the 
egre:ton 
: n=s in nre-siture infants fall 
:est 
tion, 
cortex, low cortic id 
r capillary resist- 
.ar.'^ .h<tr. in .°.c a=tu: :..- :: t. It taust in fair- 
,;r.A ;7,e men:to.^.e' n -+qiaz .,; ;, r, that even the 
:.r; only .... . :sponse to ACTH 
;r;e :'c. cn the Secatlw; of life which .r:i,ìun11;r 
, , ';tys (Venmin., 1*,,)). 
r . '. _ . . . . ..r th '.... h .he nre~.>nturt 
ï^ , .ow . birth rtn' dots not 
::r level o: i:Zttrrn11 .'orti,'oid 
. 1%n '. r Lh. 
rt rtinst .he theory 
i 11 :' ., istnnce is in:'luenced 
1 1 y. 
by t'pr level or maternal hormone. Aseumin: again 
that adrenal hormone increases resistance, and 
re.zemberin_ that the premature infant has a lower 
resistance th.n the mature, a hi:her maternal 
corticoid output woul,_ be expecte! at term than 
prior :c lt. This is not, in fact, so. 'Je:::;in:.- 
(1L1 c) hr owe : that the hi.-hest output of corticoid 
o-i :-red at about ?n wee' s' restatior, 
after which it °e._ ti:: term when _t was none- 
the-less still well a:ove ear_. 7re_nancy levels. 
Despite t..e hi.-. maternal the infant adrenal 
..$n: eit. -.er seems unable to respond to it or the 
o :; response :o cortisone 7ro7tuced by It (mater - 
:r.a. r :'.ets:) is tefective. hlt:,ou:h no certain 
conclusion can be reached, it appears more likely 
nt low resistance in premature as compare, 
to mato:-r' infants 1s tue to structural rather than 
hormonal t1 :fe: ences. 
he f.sr,- : Iona of both the medulla nn.! cortex 
s :renal ;land in mother anti.t infant have been 
.a-usaei in some '.c'tn:I in order to establish, 11 
.osait' :e, sow relationship between them an:'. the 
-s i: :ark ri,.,:ata;ce. Once a -Nin, ns with the 
<'.iatr.._ens, n 'close but not complete correlation 
An been shown. In _ennral nictur" or stress 
rra -fion, both mre''.ui :n ant .or'ex are said to play 
z ,'art (3oìyv, 1 :' J). "he :t i'ulla 
an,l cortex need 
nit react to the same degr, :e rrhen t p Wised tt: the 
stone stimulus, tut it is a i ittle surpris ing to 
fif-A per vaso- dilatation when the stress 
1s a t its i,c fight during la te pregnancy, Ls i,,,ur and 
early puerperiu_ns. In view of this inca plete 
rent ti :r. s:. 1 it is u.^Iir_ely the t the capillary 
resistance Is influenced 'y adrenal gland secre- 
: t1 1 .,.e. It :s great interest that 
ass observed an apperer.t sti.r u1a- 
: t: . the Ei:`t ? -^ a d n Ln i s te r 1- +: 
tat * tens r!!'. SuE ests t a. t the riEh level of 
_ r.ic .. exr:'_.t._ .f. ...Y. .4.irJ Lr1-x:S.,r of 
;.r_ . _.c1 _ e =est. :rc1'iiC" in uribi.^.. The 
e: _est. e : :: .n'1 in ,hc first C ÿc: :9 ì = 
ri -r s t., c. .:: :J: , '.,irc r, te resFa:.s ible for 
,:.c -ens rise i c:rtic71; excretl-n at 
: r7,ze.3 ,t:.d dre:.a1 c.rticoids may 
a" : r, ;r ^:-.!e:, rein t+:; .: .d -rij exert s coTtined 
C.`.`^^ : .. ..'!' CR r:e8. 
..: v..Yr J 
r rrf^C:i t.-he i11+rJ 
- ; c : ;e ::ev;rr:: ::: Its -.other c,ve been . a .. c . 
:; ;:rd, -.'"Or tuna tr11 le f ni te conclusions 
n rrnc',e9. The fact that the res is tance 
: ;..e ;., ; cancer, tr, ti .8 alone is 
cre!; si.io:y OYunru t rtl, 5car- 
r .z .'::+ ra c' , , th .,u4:, h t he te 1 s st 111 
abt at..:t t.:c , ther factor relt; ted to 
rcci:nt .ce, "nut +1t: .ce i''' be1:16 tt vita:nin. The 
trr. ::11u e . :t. 1::t:'*tttely linked, h_,wever, and 
1 1. 
It is ur great .nttre:.t C :130 
closely as%ociatel wlth the 2ortex. That 
cf2A.lary rtSiatil IL .:ttre when there is 
deficiency of Vitamin , P ii beyond 
doubt, but it is not kn,wn tht tficiency 
has a direct effect on t t m;A.1; wall or is 
ope:-ative via the adren-:: That Vitamin 
and adrenal cortical activity are closely linked 
la now widely accepted and 3iroud (19-:) showed 
that Vitamin C le required for adrenal corticoid 
synthesis. Fagan (1951) and Jailer (1951), how- 
:evtr, doubt the fact. The adrenal gland has a 
higher concentration of Vitamin C than any other 
tody tissue (Levine et al, 1951) and stress or 
tra-.i cause a reduction in this concentration 
with a fall in blood and urinary levels of Vitamin 
arr! a r1se in urinary corticoids. ACTH on the 
hand Trou7.es a rise in blood and urine 
VItam:n a well as inzrensed urinary corticoids 
t AC and Cortisone appear to 
air'.1,rver p-arry sy-;;-1...)C4 (Ragan, 10;1, Schaffen- 
rt al, !) ' -), the' Th*:irr t no ap-arent- 
- 7,-7Iaro Vita7:in C en-. i ly in the 
s-urvy. It h,,wrvc7, ..-auntc:- 
- 7 
his -ondition in 
gulnen--;:i ar.1 Pr'Inty. 
Althoug.:1 
t!:r exa-: rqtonsthip in nu nican !'lese 
w;thore, In the 11;ht o" n oomprohensive 
roview 
the literature anl in the light 
of their own 
work, conr.lude that the 
balnnco or evidence is in 
1LL. 
favour of there bein.. increase: adrenal cortical 
a -tivit_: in scurvy. This sug.ests that the adrenal 
:la (i res. Ills o the Vitamin C deficiency state by 
eccretin.: excess: hormone and thus attempts, a:.,on:.' 
uteer ::.in e, to store the low capillary resistance 
: nor::itl 
That the r:sistancc trend in the n,:wborn 
infant }.nes no relation to lita..in concentrations 
In ;.c Llsdo : per se is su_, ested by two observe- 
::Ions. Firs:, :h_ foetus aa; infant ave been 
e:.orn :c have as hi h, or hi he- , levels of 
-:11a :1n C :n -1r-.:ìat,on as :ne healthy 
mD:.`.-. ':.1n.A. an Kimble, 19.:3, Slobody et al, 
y.,j; an! se_cni, :nere _s a fall in tà_s level 
:c nor-+: at atout 2 hours of a-e. _° the 
r.sig:an^e waF rc.:ate'. to the vitamin concentra- 
::ion a:cne, no -harge or a f :1 in the former 
:e: :tie ex-v -te'. a: .:is time, whereas in fact 
a"1,0 ,--ars, infant's r,s1stince bein at 
.t'+ ..s!'F . `'.!-'h the vita in 'Ori_Cn . a:ion 18 at 
Its hi er t, :e i5 Au- Rl.`ste'. :htt the maternal 
_n1'0: is a. term +n'. ?e-k et al (1951) 
'.r;- ;::f..^' t incr^tißes the infant's 
" level. '?:is :ni -h. be the ex.lana- 
. 1... ,f :*.r. hi=h neonatal bloo'. ., oncPntrE+tion, 
,. . fa-. :':1: it is ,:oze::mcs hi-her than thRt 
ye mw :!.r-- e1:rie.' selective retention 
- 4f- v1 :a-in :;n rs..4f4on te' t) :.und and Kimble 
, or nc:x c:.. . n-ociri^ unknown response, 
c :yiternal hor:none. 
:s -ae.. :nin. another entirely 
'r:rft oLar: lntlon Ott t:1te point. Vitamin 
C 
t'. 
r:!sc é-ttrr, -r: ïl . _.- .r.r.lc Acid 'YAf°) t 
crsrl 
, Y^-r ii-3" ... j-.Cr_;; 1 su'; í2 
r t .. .. : trr:sr, 1.: 1. .t wL8, the re . t 
t :, e cnee 1... '.hr: r- 1 
c hé ._ti % . _S. rs.',Cr :Y+r anth ..1 î i CC :SrCC.. 
. a - . '_ .J _ s r~_ C - . _ C _ a r h e J .. .. - 
c : _ _.:._.. rrr .r,i: _.e s.:rvi r..ì ..r dc:ati. 
.._ .,rGUr,.s -.e s re_1-._:.wr.. t Is :Lls: te: that 
d..:7.6 : ...feet: t:._ :; -_:ü:, resi.-e.-.ce falls rt.d 
.O 
It ?'&, tteref_rp, 
se;:er.ce f eve _s :s as : ._ ws I, the 
e% =^an:s7:; (2, the L^,g up 3f Pitt-, r the 
s.::se:_::e--, t i .cr-.2 :se in utilis::tiJn of 
C; a :: +: In capillary rests tance: t5 the 
-f : er*-nset C intake. The giving of 
:- rssist the st'ri;rior: .^f, 
',n : : . - .' 7 : . s+0-e ',rnKn r.: my in the c.'nLr'1 of 
t".e ce; lea t^rersu . :al, 1)4. ltunr:, et al, 
r G :e 8ttrxactivC hyi)oillt"siS, 
in .` :n3c d thr d .:; tful evidence. 
t '.Ta : the res:st.3nee is 
-:1 :cr31 co.1:tio::s, not the least of 
r r tC: t' 1 fe^ :. s',: vit,tni". deficiency ... . . 
,.M 
, 
.,: rt .., ., j:rn'+ì glana plays i'1 such .. , . 
. : . 1 .tr,-,.r, . .n .s "1 . t4. 
r A'QCUl,i LiOn. 
a 1;r* ;t :h 1.'ro oviirri:o L that the 
y. ;,.,t_ n :. rrg:stan-e are rc:latesd to 
, A t V' . 
12... 
ri _.::inn in :'...: intakes or Vitamins C and P 
ont,inlnr: goo'::. I t :tight Le experted that 
an'` :.prin.: months when fruit 
vewetaLlea are sarce an expensive, a 
m1-:ht he ref1e ̂ '0.'d in the state of the 
('iot::lin, 1931). There is, however, 
:iaagree: nt in tht literature as to 
w-.i h the resistance is at 
:ta lowest. The se-:a:,nal availi'.11ty of fruit 
vegeta::les varies °:cW one ountry to the 
< . : .ie ts:.,na- trend related to 
-1. :r.t.ae one r...1 .-ht expe . t 
firl 
' e c . gin- t.e sub je. t of seasonal 
a: : ti,r.n ', : =- r, ;or. Biskind (19..'x) 
sort: no t. e::rs o be arzple 
Cx; e:-:me...a _ evi'..*._ . : : =est ..:zit oestrogens 
liver .::..t under- 
:ht.! Vitamin B 
-lent Liver dacne to depress 
:estrogens normally 
S". n. -'. e t`? : C' ;(, liver '':ere''ore ri ' ucrulate in 
.y -o : . ' :se 'in i iteration the 
This -under- nutrition , 
R!'ns ,-)n't1 S t -S3",'1 ':1í iR' . . include lack 
in'.icates 
;;rur r ;.;.ors are to 
:'inri: ,'on'luaion on 
: '.c -.i::, !wale ver 1- . a.'hed. 
IN'L'?it';'s: j? ANOXIA, !?I3TAMI?fB AND THE 
¡: r ur her fa for A.1-1 might influence the 
infant its capillaries is ANOXIA. It has been 
hh.,or ̂. ,hit. xyen saturations of 155 to 29% 
effe -t In in_r ase in _°_pi'_ : :ry permeability 
(Henr :t al, 19_7) gin- t! :t up to one in six 
normal_ inf : s nave such sat.ir : :ions (Clement 
2mtth, 1951). Aìthouh permeability and resist- 
:ant!, are quite separate entities, it t.a5 :een 
s..own that there is a close relationship between 
them sun: the su -es tion arise; as to whether or 
not stetes of anoxia alter capillary resistance. 
listinctior mast, of .ourse, ':-e ade between 
the spontaneous prolu:ion of petechiae (caused 
_ 
inr-reapet venous prAs -ure luring birth) often 
seen on the `or,.hea'. and to ̂ e, and tual lowering 
re 5:a tar, -r ;tie to anoxia per se. The r'sults 
present ex'erlmnnts to not su7: ort the 
. z .ant :on that anoxia (as tug ;_:e'. by peripheral 
-ynr.osta) int enoea the resistan-e in any Way. 
t re'3E`mtrere t, however, that cyanosis 
the 'xt re+zxitie mal not alwrays sc om: anted 
', gnosis or te test aren on ;.he back. That 
some amain r. ,resent is n possibility, but it 
sou:! q+rtainly not hei of the name degree. The 
n.vborn infant is pcarti-ulsrly t!: to 
withstand 
atzten of anoxia tn! it -foes not seem likely 
that 
the co :Iron ninor degrees of oxy:en 
desxturrttion 
er t4 1f1 1 : V , r t:s'C e:-:'e"t On Ì.p:ip}:er ì 
c..17;1::ary . -uist .n_e of the neAborn. 
;..tr.our*. lt see:s u-.liìef-1y that anoxia ;e: se, 
r.e,s any '_re_t c:''e:t on capillary r sistance, it 
mft, w-:1 :o t'r.roug1: the tx,i1.:. o'' :?ISTAI.:INS. The 
¡ira t point c ` i:_.-cr _ :n 7.- is the observation of 
Rcbson :n: Duthie ( t950 that intravenous infusion 
u° :.ist.1 _ine .-finite fall in capillary 
:wo other workers mere quoted as 
tsvlr.t t.rine _ si-_-=r r sults. 
'in:1n; its hit histamine might 
-.ve a rather unusual a :' °e .gin certain blood 
vessels in the nen'.:rn Is .h .. :-c 3rs (1954 He 
nhc *e* that the uitili.rl arteries Jo.'- y ' sen =i- 
: Live to -1n:te aunts :f histamine which _.used 
t ir:-ever spas -, And suh=ests this as one 
:.e - anism of : :cse ve:-se :.. It is 
'1f:'icult .:n.lerst :nd wh y this should x ur 
.. ; ï 1- .-onst+ to histamine in man is 
:ni capíl:ar` ,=:r.;l;;sis 
77.17:R RnF;onse). 
r . - .l _ionshir between histamine 
h .5 ;'ri=n ,-r ^Q: tE` : by -raf ( tU.¡q) who 
nr.._s .)0! . s . : lne -ot., nt: ntions in 
:erl:ong .tn.' in :alce 
A -::tton. Thin i., ,We to Lhe 
rz-t -..:ct ':inta=:nAao i . ina ive in the ttbsenr:,* 
thus umu1ation of histamine 
f'etta. (1950) ,iuOtf?s 
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several authors as stating that the histamine 
content of animal tissues increases during birth - 
when a degree of anoxia usually occurs. His own 
work showed that the histamine concentration of 
umbilical cord plasma is two or three times greater 
than normal adult plasma. 
Kapeller -Adler (1952) tested both mothers and 
infants and found approximately the same amount 
of histamine in the maternal and cord plasmas and 
a higher cell content in the cord blood at the 
time of delivery. More important, however, was 
her finding that while the mothers' plasma con - 
:tained considerable quantities of histaminase, 
none could be detected in the cord plasma. This 
is similar to the findings of Swanberg (1949) 
who showed the "histaminolytic action" of umbilical 
blood to be one hundredth to one thousandth of the 
maternal blood .. _ ._ thus approximating to those 
found in adult males and non -pregnant females. 
In the infant, therefore, where the effects 
of trauma and anoxia are present together, the 
cord blood shows a high histamine content. There 
is little or no histaminase to destroy this and it 
is therefore free to exert an effect on the cap - 
:illaries. As might be expected, a low capillary 
resistance is observed immediately after birth. 
In view of the effect of anoxia on the blood 
concentration of histamine and thus on the capill- 
:ary resistance, it is perhaps a little surprising 
that the cases showing peripheral cyanosis 
did not 
128. 
show h lower resistance than the controls. This 
nrain muy be Niue to the sensitivity of the test 
Ellinµ int lfri,.!Ient to ^ :tect small chawes of 
:-csistnnct or to the °anoxia being of such a degree 
that only a smell ,u.antity of hista:rinase w,:s 
inactivated. 
In the mother .auxin,. .:ncomp_icated ?r, wnanc. 
the reaction to histamine injection is abnormal 
(Ro'erts et al, 1y.._,) ani it has been shown that 
os t:raal blood contains :.:onsic: rably mo:' hista- 
:ml:.ase than the n,::- pregnant subject (Kapc : :er- 
n-tler, 1951). :his is _ ar r tly o pr by _ ;ced  ,,:e 
,le 
,.._`sus: portion c° the placenta (,n rep et al, 
14-7, 3sanberg, ' a:_9) _:r1 n' erg found a peak at 
the - 26th wee?- :ere is ì gradual fall 
ti:: ear:: 7r(,nan - y leve :s are reached a:-out the 
t}:e puerperi:i^ ( ?i;. 7II). This does 
n:: en' :-r y a. -re ui :h . 'sults obtained by 
Anre; a: ('Q.') ,ho foun -1 the maximum concen- 
:tration nt term, but there is little doubt that 
su.star.:es are present at term in 
-r.G1!cra -oncentrration. 
;,t term theref..re both histamtnase and hista- 
arms dete °ter in maternal nlasu a, farmer 
ir. -onzi; :ersble quantity. It is perh :a;)s ie ::s 
ikely ttererore t. It tLn c'a it:nry function in 
the mot':er in a`fe.te'. by this: histamine, but its 
prrr.nne can i tra ar :th the prenatal fall in 
+!'our sand uerperium progress the 
Lint :a :annoy . n,:c ̂ .trot ion r,tl 19 and theoretically 
1.'4 
tr.r l,.t:l.1.,r 1. sti__ ::resent) 1,cruic be fr, -e 
to produce further full in resistance. At 
this time, however, a rise in resistance oc rare. 
The exact timing of the disappearance of the: 
histaminase is still rather in doubt. Kapel_er- 
Adler (1951) finds normal levels are reached ='Lout 
tne 4th day whereas Anrep et al (1947) obtained 
these about 14.8 hou: s after labour. This may be 
due to differences of experimental technique, but 
it can te sal! that this histaa.inase returns to 
non- -regnany levels as the capillary resistance 
:s rising. 
:n vi- A of these facts it is possible that 
histamine ;lays a part in the control of a i _lary 
rf.aictan ̂ e in the mother and her newborn infant. 
The abeen-c of histaninase in umbilical cor. plasma 
n . the tact th. t the newborn infant has been 
Loth t -aum3 and anoxia Nike this poss- 
:1111ty more ::ke__ in the . k.Ge the innInt 
r. 
Ar, '1 n: ' possible to estimate the capillary 
les -ribs'. method before and 
'`e -ts or :h AMNIOTIC FLUID 
rr :e3ne', no fin'.inhs about this factor 
3'.'en re:cqse of this over- 
al: :-r ni .. -1r... ; . .. ? , . in-, or the peripher-. 
.,.ì 
:;- ,' l,,t,. 71:.. Aoul' nhow itself as vaso- 
t : _-,. ; , . ., ;;, full in '. loo! :,r^..a:;ure 
and probably 
.csl::ìa cr}.:n rr. 'Jcs times oc,;ur 
r another, but le nut a , onc.t %nt 
q.z '_-eh not et.;,ear to bear riny i_lation 
. .. rCl:i:it .. " . lt . N ,rs. tit other b.i.iy 
mechani , f. :anintLi ininl an adequate visceral 
blood supply orrset this theoretical tendency to 
peripheral rl.:o.ing. 
In the light o_' :.e for ::,ins paragraphs it 
Is interesting to note t at a very high histaminase 
cr. ̂ rn:retlon has been observed in the liquor 
; 3w tr.L'erg, !9,.9). I : Is possible that this 
exerts an e_.'e :. ¿'.e*, ftprliea :c the surface of 
1r. for period of time though this 
.c ^. :iice :. 1. : ~.e Ana__ .ory. The fact that 
it i. ;:-:sent .n s..;'h high c-ncentration is likely 
tc be of o :.,.:e. ._ e 1.-ror. : ce. but once more 
the tui: signs: i mn:e of :here :'in.;ings and their 
on capi :.ary rrsict nce reTxtir.s obscure. 
, ; 1 , 
N ' I:,.' S I ON 
'. ,t it is impossible to 
.; above factors as being 
qn.,Re : in c p= l lar y : esist- 





in _'. ' ''in: te : h tcihcrs in . .. . r :':r ' ir: 
rc,,;;it.. ,0 :h:it ic.ur re,Ative .,rc:niturity 
.n 1 ,; t xe:r':t, 3oa:ionctl 
resistance 
are nt o1.her-ved in newborn inf-In tF and those seen 
2hi1_`rcn and adults are poaeibly rtlatef'. to 
.:n ̂ er- nutrition, with particular rtg<ird to 
'/itacina C a .d P =:n! to liver _'_rcfunction. It is 
,uite likely that a nuoter of factors work together 
to effect tt.r other -,=rgea detailed above and 
that the most notable e: e probably the circulating 
oestrogens, the ildrenal _ort:cul h3 :Noses and 
hist,ìtr1 a in that order. 
3EC^iQN I 
1. ;. t:t :_ o" 3,1 ;.' c717.i11qr; resistalece tests 
were erforsaed on 1,2!8 occasions in 675 
oses. Of t'use, 1,735 were done on 51ö 
n- ,bcr inf.tnts, 1,271 on 83 mothers or 
ex ;ect=.nt ..ût:.rrs, and 1-2 on 74 non -pregnant 
nurse contrc_s. 
The maetho'_s of testing capillary r._Eistance 
.f. in_f %nts :n' a =: :1.s use' ' y previous workers 
are reviewe '. 7 :n: masons given _'cr the 
.e-hni.zue 3:'.opte'. '.wring the present investi- 
ka icn. The 1-por ., -e of soie =inor ; 
::A1:s -cr._errinñ a; 7.aratus and procedure is 
::e.,r.r.strate'. A tirect relationship between 
b t'-ls ing P;. e:emi ..n.t the number of pe te: t:ir3e 
P.ro'.uce' lino observed. A re:ations'.i, be- 
:tweet) obtaine' with a 1 cm. and 
-u, - ws obtained. i . . V 
A,. a ..e -..; . w s .c lc leonstr:ite the 
n!.ona: change in 
:-- aista ..-c. A1tho.tr; the percentage incidence 
nt 1' '°z:.r. in Infants aged 1-4 dnys 
n ;,c;rc' higher án the months May - June 
re '. to Se te-.ber - October this was nn 
No over-al trend for the 
,it°.L!?J.i,iY 
3IC7=0N I 
1. :. tot-al of 3,17:. 1 _ _ ,r; r :silt- r.ce teats 
were performed on 1,28 ,c _asione .n 675 
cases. Of these, 1,735 were done on 51b 
ne Aborr. infants, 1,27 on 83 mothers or 
expectant rot:.ers, and 12 on 74 non- pregnant 
nurse controls. 
methods of testing capillary resistance 
in inf nts -ni adults used :y previous workers 
sre reriewe'. an : masons given `cr the 
technilue adopted during the present investi- 
: ga t ion. :'.`.e i-por _ n 'e of -ore minor de- 
:tails -c «.erring apparatus and procedure is 
A `.irect relationship between 
1-:4Wir, a 'e-:: :nd the number of petechiae 
wa, ...:c: .c'.. A relationship be- 
twe'n i1,.e . with a 1 cm. and 
A c suction cu;. was obtained. 
. Ar attempt w:s :anse to demonstrate the 
or of reasonaì ch : ;nr;e in 
r,aistan:e. Although the percentage incidence 
nt 1r' rx .?1g. in infants aged 1 - k drys 
n - pentu.'. higher in the months May - Juno 
°; acre to Se;lte^nber - October this was an 
:t , 1n ' Ir::. JVrr -; trend for the 
1 f
t. 
t!- -. :^' in- 
%;.".t! , 'vri 
C ;)úntfió 
n_ .2 =r.. 
n-.11 
ar.. « 
- - - ` --- ..:LE a:'.Co' 
:', 
ir.-. t:-vent . - 
_.. _ .. :'. i_-. s - 
:er -- - ..e ,eL_. 
- 
. ..i .. _ . ,C 
.iPT ' , iri_. .r _ the 
_. . ; ̀  . 
. ..?:.. _ ;C 
sirt :nce 
=_; till 
:. . . week - ...:c: dn!'. 
; arit.'.it; nT- . .ti-^ 
. r -:' tr 
in -re ì_;! with 
var 
- :%Aturu ht 
,rri_.ht st girth the 
.'!1 . , i tif: f. 
1 51+. 
":t.crc 1. nu ,!ifferrnce ln wrspi:lary r:siet- 
:1':c Letwell the male und the femalb infHnt. 
Inventlgutin. the effects of Vitamin P on 
t :.e infant u_n given to the mother ante - 
ruitall_y gave un inconclusive result. The 
v.taa1n üt :_t: ref to strengthen the capillaries 
o a very slight legree. Statistical proof is 
sacking. 
1"). The mole of -:e_iver;. t't.e ;:,:_vin07. of Vitamin K, 
the presence or uhsen ie of jaundice did 
,eftr _ in.°l::er.oe :::e nrsistacce. 
; .'ese.. or bse.. e of :nosis of the 
eztre. ::_es hot -.ear :o be r _ :te'. to 
' e 7re o f :;. i :: rr resis ::=r.ce. 
I.. `; . :rt: q'..1:: :'ea+le :ari .ti;n in canil_ar:, 
=:fi w, .e' 'tn4. :net o 1s of test- 
. .r._. rr'vienrect. 
; :it ,n . `',n :inF: in pr -gnftn<<, 
;urryr.iu~: arc r,,viv4r1 :tnd in- 
; Yr r ::0 :v .. :a: ct in q ßie.nifi,rtnt fall in 
.r:,iS::'t'. ' t,rm .-on,}arin.; the pr sn:tnt 
.-ontrols. r. .:i.:11.- 
r in r fl:st:tni:c` Aurin.. labour an,1 
135. 
tr.e puerperium is demonstrated, the final 
:-esistance being significantly higher than 
trie non- ;l.regnant control group. This de- 
:saonstrates an "over-compensation" effect 
following the onset of parturition. 
14, The minor complications cf pregnancy en- 
:countered did not appear to alter these 
trends, 
15. The effects of Vitamin P on the prgnar.t 
woman s. -r.- stuIled an th'; analyses of r.- 
:suits we:-- inconclusive. The analysis of 
absolute values shoed no difference between 
t!-.e vita4n an: the control group. 
:?sere a: pears ::: he no relationship between 
t;e capi:.:ar Y r, si tance and (a) the !iiura- 
: tio.. r : lochis after labour, 4nr'. ( b) 
th,,, amount or blJol lost labour. The 
Vitamin P cases tenie-' in this series to 
have grea se r bico.: loss than the control*, 
'_-ut It must be remembered that this 
'.a :tot 
aes¢ura of lspi:.aery hssmor:-tsze. 
I". :h.tetriesl ope stive ".t`. msá 
alter 
the resistsACe trends to arj :al.srrta:sa 
'.r";^Adt. Maternal Caf¡iller. .^"Ys:.s t3.+.C1".! tome 
not a p ;r+ a r : :> :o! r - :. te " . _ : 
.e ;,t -t w1! :sf 
:.ststioe at which lato-:r ..`..T.:71 1,1 Ape 
latour 
SION III 
18. Mere Is apperently no relationship, either 
In the absolute values ar the trena, between 
,.ne infant and the maternal capil:ary resist- 
:t1,%e, but in most 2anes tht maternal and 
infant resist..n:e rises from the time of birth 
till about or after *.he 8th !ay of the 
SEC7Ial vs, 
lq. 7ne lite.rare zoncernin; each of the fore- 
aspe:ts of this suec: hs been 
revIeNe!. In :he 11.2h-_ of this Information 
p;,:itle 21.:.5es z.f the findin.Ts in this 
haTe bet liscusse, 
?;: fft-tor .-oull be cansi,!ere.! the 
Inf'ue-7c ca7illary resistance 
VA:; conclude,! that the 
caltronel by a bal- 
fa,:torf:, notably oestrogens, 
!rmones, hist amine tau! 
1.;7. 
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